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1A b stra ct
Magnetohydrodynamic stability theory provides a powerful tool for understand­
ing and testing hypothesized m athem atical and physical models of observed phenom­
ena on the surface of the Sun. In this thesis, the problem of applying the ‘correct’ 
boundary conditions at the photospheric/coronal interface used in modelling coronal 
arcades is tackled. Then some aspects of the stability of coronal loops and arcades 
are investigated using a Fourier truncated series approximation for the equation of 
motion.
The problem involving the boundary conditions has been the subject of a con­
troversy for the past decade with two principal conditions suggested, the ‘rigid-wall’ 
conditions where all perturbations vanish at the interface, and ‘flow-through’ con­
ditions where flows parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field take place.
By modelling the photosphere and corona as two different density regions and 
then varying the ratio of the densities of the two regions, growth rates and eigen­
functions of both ideal and resistive modes are investigated in order to follow the 
evolution of the modes as the density ratio is increased. In order to simplify the 
analysis, the 2-D equations are reduced to 1-D equations by taking a WKB ap­
proximation for the spatial variations across the field to give a localized ballooning 
approach with ordinary differential equations along the fieldlines.
Stability of coronal loops to kink modes transformed to localized modes by in­
creasing the poloidal wavenumber, m, is investigated. Two fields generated numeri­
11
cally from the Grad-Shafranov equation and three analytic fields are investigated in 
detail and the effect of pressure on the marginal loop length is found, both for near 
force-free conditions such as is found in the solar corona, and away from force-free 
conditions. It was found th a t for near force-free conditions, kink modes are the most 
unstable with localized modes the most stable. As pressure and pressure gradients 
become im portant, there is a reversal in the most unstable modes with localized 
modes the most unstable.
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1 In trod u ction
1.1 M a g n eto h y d ro d y n a m ics
The Sun, like most of the universe, is a plasma. A plasm a is often described in 
literature as an ionized gas but such a simple definition belies the many underlying 
complexities. Thus, electromagnetic effects are im portant in the description of the 
plasma on a macroscopic scale. The simplest model comprises combining Maxwell’s 
equations with the equations of fluid dynamics to give what is termed Magnetohy­
drodynamics. The MHD equations form a self-contained system of eight equations 
in eight prim ary variables (B , v , p, p) and are valid provided tha t flow velocities 
are small compared to  the speed of light (u c).
Maxwell’s equations are
V X B =  (1.1)
V X E  =  (1.2)
V . B  =  0, (1.3)
V - E  =  ^ ,  (1.4)
where
B  is magnetic induction, loosely described as magnetic field,
E  is the electric field, 
j is plasma current density, 
pc is electric charge density.
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p is coefficient of magnetic permeability, 
e is coefficient of electric permittivity.
Assuming typical lengthscales of L  and time T, the ratio of the second term  to the 
first term  in equation (1.1) in order of magnitude, is given by
(1.5)
and equation (1 .2) by
E / L  % B /T .  (1.6)
Using (1.6), (1.5) reduces to
(1.7)
where v (=  L jT )  is a typical plasma flow velocity.
Thus, for <C c^, the second term  in equation (1.1) can be ignored, leaving
j =  —V X B. (1.8)p
Writing Ohm ’s Law as
j  =  <r(E +  v x B ) ,  (1.9)
where a  is the electric conductivity, states tha t the plasma current density is pro­
portional to the total electric field. Then, using equation (1.8), equations (1.2) and 
(1.9) are rewritten as
^  =  V x ( v x B ) - V x  X b1 , (1.10)
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Defining the magnetic diffusivity as
and taking q to be constant, then equation (1.10) may be rew ritten as
®  =  V X (v  X B ) +  )?V"B, (1.12)
The presence of the velocity term  in the induction equation (1.12) indicates that 
the evolution of the magnetic field is coupled to the evolution of the plasma treated 
as a fluid.
1.2 M H D  eq u a tio n s
The MHD equations used in this thesis are
D vp— =  ” Vp +  j x B ,  (1.13)
^  =  V X (v  X B ) +  TfV'B, (1.14)
+ p V - v  = 0, (1.15)Dt
D  (  p \
7 —  1 \p '^  I  a (1.16)
~  ~  +  V • V  is the tim e derivative following the fluid.
Equation (1.13) is the equation of motion and relates the inertial force to tha t of 
the plasma pressure gradient and the dominant part of the Lorentz force. The effect 
of gravity has been neglected in this equation as it severely complicates the analysis 
when using cylindrical coordinates.
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Equation (1.14) is the induction equation. The ratio of the second term , the adjec- 
tion term , to the third term , the diffusive term  is known as the magnetic Reynolds 
number,
R n .  =  ( 1 . 1 7 )
where L, v and p represent typical lengthscales, velocities and diffusivities in the 
plasma. In the solar corona, taking rj ~  (see Priest, 1982), T  =
2 X lO^K, V = 10®ms“^, L =  3 X 10®m gives a value for Rm of 10^ .^
Equation (1.15) is the mass conservation equation, and indicates tha t mass is not 
being created or destroyed in the region under consideration.
Equation (1.16) is the energy equation. Thermal conduction and radiative effects 
have been neglected from this equation. In the adiabatic lim it, given by p =  0, 
p oc where 7 , the ratio of specific heats, is usually taken to be 5/3, except when 
considering isothermal variations, when it is taken to be unity.
1.3 B a sic  M H D  P la sm a  W aves
Before investigating complex MHD problems, it is useful in a physical sense to 
determine the basic waves which propagate in a MHD plasma.
In order to keep the analysis simple, start with a unidirectional magnetic field 
infinite in extent with uniform background plasma pressure and density.
B  =  B qGz, (1.18)
p = Po, (1.19)
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P — Po, (1.20)
To investigate the wave motions of this configuration linearize all quantities
A ( r , t ) - X o  +  A i ( r , t ) ,  (1.21)
where X \  (r, t) is a small order perturbation to the equilibrium quantities. Write 
the perturbation
=  (1.22)
with
k =  k±ey -f (1.23)
where the y-z plane has been chosen to  coincide with the wavevector k.
Substituting expression (1.22) into the linearized ideal MHD equations from 
equations (1.13), (1.14), (1.15) and (1.16) with rj — 0
-%wpoV =  - ik p i  +  j i  X Bo, (1.24)
—iujBi  =  ik  X (v  X B o ) , (1.25)
—iupi  4- ipok • V =  0, (1.26)
-poPi +  7PoPi =  0, (1.27)
with
Ji =  —k  X B i, (1.28)
k - B i = 0 ,  (1.29)
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Substituting equations (1.25) to (1.29) into the equation of motion (1.24) and defin­
ing the Alfven speed and the acoustic speed c ,^
' A  ~’2 -  - 5 -  (1.30)ppo
,2 _  7P0 
Poc; — ^4 - ,  (1.31)
gives
-  k^v \)  V =  [(cl +  kj_Vy +  clk\\Vz] k  -  k\\v\ (^k±Vy +  k^iVz) (1.32)
The x-component of equation (1.32) gives the Alfven wave frequency
(1.33)
The y and z components of equation (1.32) lead to the dispersion relation
(cj -I- -t- Pk^^clv\ ~  0, (1.34)
with solution given by the fast and slow magnetoacoustic wave frequencies
(ca +  [1 ±  y / l -  4a2] , (1.35)
with
For localized modes with k^ \ «  kx, kx —> 00 , expanding (1.35)
a-3^)
ujj =  k l  (cl 4- v l )  -  1^1 2 1 ^ 2' +  "  ’ ’ (1-^^)'-'s '
In a non-uniform medium the Alfven and magnetoacoustic modes couple, making 
mode identification more complicated.
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1.4 S ta b ility
Stability theory is very im portant in relation to observed phenomena on the Sun. 
Any model suggested to explain solar phenomena such as coronal loop and arcade 
structures and prominence models must be tested for stability. If the model is found 
to be unstable on a timescale tha t is shorter than the observed lifetime, then it is not 
relevant and has to be rejected or modified by introducing either extra or different 
conditions. This may result in a closer correspondence to  the observed phenomena. 
There are two main methods for testing stability. The normal mode approach is 
used in this thesis and will be described later. The energy method can be used for 
ideal MHD and is based on the fact that the sum of the total potential and kinetic 
energies is constant. A decrease in the potential energy will lead to an increase in the 
kinetic energy of the system representing an instability. By linearizing the perturbed 
ideal MHD equations an expression for the change in the potential energy (6W)  is 
obtained. If any perturbation ^ gives a negative value for the change in potential 
energy, 6W^ then the system is unstable. A positive value of 8W  means the system 
is stable to tha t particular perturbation (but possibly could still be unstable to other 
perturbations). The m ethod was first used by Bernstein et ah, 1958. Take the force 
operator
Po-ÿ-y =  F  (f ) =  —Vpi 4 - X Bo 4-jo x B i, (1.39)
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the change in potential energy is the work done by the force to displace the plasma
S W  = - ^ J ( - F ( ( ) d V ,  (1.40)
where the integration is over the volume of the plasma.
The advantage of the energy method is when seeking stability but not growth 
rates or oscillation frequencies, it is necessary to look for a perturbation which 
decreases the potential energy. More complicated equilibria can be investigated this 
way. Its drawback is it cannot be used when non-ideal effects are included such as 
resistivity or viscosity and the normal mode approach has to be used.
An equilibrium is assumed or derived from the m agnetostatic equation ( ^  =  0)
i  (V  X B) X B =  Vp. (1.41)P
Many such equilibrium fields have been derived, and some of these fields have been 
named after the authors who first used them, such as the Gold-Hoyle field (Gold 
and Hoyle, 1960) and Anzer field (Anzer, 1968). The next step is to perturb the 
equilibrium field by introducing small variations as follows
p — Po +  Pi
P  =  P o d -  P i  (1.42)
V =  0 4- V
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where Bo, po, po are equilibrium quantities, and B i, pi, pi, v  are perturbed variables 
such tha t the ratios of equilibrium to perturbed quantities are large. The equations 
are linearized and time-dependence is assumed by looking for normal modes of the 
form /  = f  (r) a is term ed the growth rate and if the real part of cr is
positive then the equilibrium is linearly unstable since the perturbed variables will 
grow in time. Likewise, for <7 negative or purely imaginary, the equilibrium is stable. 
In many problems several or sometimes an infinite set of normal modes exist, and 
if one or more of these modes give a positive value for a , then the equilibrium is
declared unstable. The normal mode method will be used throughout this thesis.
1.5 S ta b ility  m o d es
To illustrate the various instability modes, consider a cylindrically symmetric 
magnetic flux tube with an azimuthal magnetic field
B =  Bg (r) eg, (1.43)
and pressure p from the equilibrium equation
^  {rBe) = 0. (1.44)dr pr dr  ^ '
Then Fourier analyse the linearized equations of motion in the poloidal and axial 
directions
f  = f ( r ) e ' ( “ +^‘‘>. (1.45)
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(a)
XJ
(b)
(c)
(e)
(d)
Figure 1.1: Diagrams of (a) Sausage mode (b) Kink mode (c) Interchange mode (d) 
F lute mode, and (e) Resistive tearing mode.
Sausage modes are obtained by setting m =  G. Physically a sausage mode 
instability is caused by a perturbed constriction of the flux tube leading to an 
increased azim uthal magnetic field and increased magnetic tension force causing 
the flux tube to further constrict (see figure 1.1). This mode can be stabilized by
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the introduction of an axial component to the magnetic field as this gives rise to 
stabilizing magnetic tension forces at the constricted part of the flux tube.
Kink modes are obtained by setting m =  1. Physically a displacement of the 
flux tube perpendicular to the axis causes the magnetic field on the inside of the 
displaced tube to be concentrated and rarefied on the outer part of the displaced 
tube leading to the kink growing in size. The introduction of an axial component of 
the magnetic field gives a stabilizing component of magnetic tension.
Interchange or flute modes occur when two flux surfaces at different radii inter­
change. Interchange modes are driven by pressure gradients.
Ballooning modes are given by perturbations with long wavelengths along the 
magnetic field and short wavelengths across the magnetic field. The oscillations give 
rise to oppositely directed magnetic tension forces which combine with pressure gra­
dients to give regions of favourable and unfavourable curvature resulting in localized 
instabilities. Ballooning modes were used by Hood (1986) to investigate the effect 
of line-tying on flux tube stability. Line-tying converts a one dimensional problem 
into two dimensions. Making use of the ratio of the wavelength of the perturbations 
along the magnetic field to the wavelength of the perturbation across the equilibrium 
magnetic field, the equations are converted from two dimensional partial differen­
tial equations to one dimensional ordinary differential equations along the magnetic 
fieldlines which are easier to solve.
Resistive tearing instabilities occurs at the boundary between two sheared mag-
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netic fields. The fieldlines reconnect to form magnetic islands by tearing along the 
interface separating the two opposite magnetic fields. If this change in topology 
leads to a lower potential energy state a tearing instability occurs.
1.6 C oronal loop s and arcades
Observations indicate tha t much of the plasma in the corona of the Sun is in 
the form of loops. The loops are believed to trace out lines of force of the magnetic 
field emerging from beneath the photosphere. A study of loops can give a physical 
insight into the structure of the solar magnetic field. Coronal loops have been divided 
into two categories, ‘cooP loops with tem peratures ranging from 20000 — 1 x 10® K 
and ‘ho t’ loops with tem peratures greater than 1 x 10® K. Active region cool loop 
systems can last for up to 5-6 hours. W idths vary from 300-2000 km and heights 
from 40000-50000 km. Active region hot loop systems last up to several days with 
widths from 3000-12000 km and heights from 50 000-250 000 km (see Bray et. ah, 
1991). The Alfven travel tim e of a loop is several minutes. Given the long observed 
lifetimes, coronal loops must be stable. Stability is applicable in explaining the 
long lifetimes of many phenomena such as prominences and flares. Prominences are 
coronal structures which have a typical tem perature 100 times less and density 100 
times greater than surrounding coronal values. They are stable for up to 300 days 
(see Priest, 1988).
Flares are observed to be sudden brightenings on the surface of the Sun. The
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energy released by a flare (up to 10^ ® W, see Svestka, 1976) must come from the 
magnetic field since no other source of such large quantities of energy is available 
to drive the flare. Flares occur in the corona of the Sun and from observations, the 
magnetic field is thought to be in the form of either coronal loops or coronal arcades.
CORONA
(a)
P H O T O S P H E R E
P H O T O S P H E R E
C O R O N A
(b)
Figure 1 .2 : Diagrams of (a) Coronal loop (b) Coronal arcade.
The generally accepted scenario is that convective motions in the photosphere 
cause the footpoints of the coronal magnetic field to move. Since the photospheric 
density is 10® times tha t of the corona and since the magnetic field is essentially 
frozen into plasma, these motions cause stress (and hence energy) to build up over
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several days in the form of electric currents in the non-potential field structure. At 
some point a loss of equilibrium or an instability occurs and there is a large release 
of energy over 20-30 minutes. This is known as a flare.
Flares have been divided into two main classes (see Priest, 1982):-
(1) Small loop flares (or compact flares) with an energy release of 10^  ^ -10^^ W. Most 
flares are of this type. An individual loop appears to brighten without a substantial 
change of shape.
(2) Large two-ribbon flares with an energy release of up to 3 x 10^ ® W which generally 
occur in arcade structures. In this case there is a substantial restructuring and 
simplification of the field.
It is therefore im portant to investigate stability in relation to both loop and 
arcade structures.
1.7  A  B r ie f  R e v ie w  o f  S ta b ility  T h eo ry
Solar flares involve a rapid release of magnetic energy tha t is thought to be stored 
in the preflare coronal magnetic fleld. Thus it is im portant to demonstrate tha t the 
coronal field is stable to MHD disturbances in order to store the necessary energy 
in situ but tha t an instability can be triggered if some critical threshold is exceeded. 
Anzer (1968) was the first to investigate the ideal MHD stability of coronal fields. He 
suggested th a t convective motions in the penumbrae of sunspots twists the field and 
so stores magnetic energy in the magnetic fields until it is released by instabilities.
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However, he found tha t all force-free cylindrically symmetric fields were unstable to 
m =  1 kink modes. This suggested tha t the flare energy could not be stored in the 
corona.
Raadu (1972) realized th a t the magnetic field is strongly stabilized by the ex­
tremely dense photosphere. To simulate the photosphere he proposed tha t the mag­
netic footpoints are anchored by line-tying due to the high inertia of the photospheric 
plasma. Thus, he argued tha t coronal disturbances must vanish at the photosphere, 
so tha t
a  =  0, (1.46)
there. Since he only considered force-free fields and used the energy method, it is 
only the perpendicular displacement, (perpendicular to  the equilibrium magnetic 
field), th a t enters the analysis. The inclusion of a finite gas pressure introduces the 
parallel component of the displacement and the boundary conditions regarding this 
component have been the subject of some debate.
Hood and Priest (1979) included a radial pressure gradient but restricted their 
choice of displacements so that
(|| =  0. (1.47)
Nonetheless, they showed tha t kink instabilities were present when the loop was
sufficiently twisted. In addition, they proved tha t force-free loops were stable if the
twist, $  =  LBe/rBz^  was less than 27t.
Einaudi and Van Hoven (1981, 1983) included a parallel component of the veloc­
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ity (or equivalently the displacement) and suggested th a t this need not vanish but 
should merely satisfy conditions tha t preserved the total energy of the corona. For 
a loop they selected the flow-through conditions
=  0, at z=0,L
1^1 (0) =  1^1 (^ ) ’ (1.48)
These conditions simplify the manipulation of the energy integral and allow for in­
compressible displacements while still conserving the to tal energy. However, Rosner 
et al (1986) and Cargill et al (1986) have argued, on basis of timescales and physical 
arguments, tha t equation (1.48) is unlikely to be realized in practice since it as­
sumes tha t the photosphere can respond quickly to coronal perturbations and that 
it requires one end of the loop to ‘know’ what is happening at the other end simul­
taneously. Nonetheless, because the how-through conditions allow the elimination 
of a positive term  in the energy integral, stability obtained using equation (1.48) 
guarantees stability for the ‘rigid-wall’ conditions.
Hood (1986) investigated line-tying conditions by modelling the corona and pho­
tosphere as two different uniform density plasmas and using localized ballooning 
modes to let the plasma select its own conditions. Investigating the most unstable 
flux surface he found tha t the rigid-wall conditions were the most appropriate con­
ditions when the photospheric to coronal density ratio is large. This confirms the 
intuitive approach described above tha t the photosphere cannot move fast enough
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in response to coronal motion. However, his analysis breaks down when the growth 
rate approaches marginal stability and \ppcr \^ is no longer large.
W hen instabilities evolve on a slower timescale, the situation may change. For 
example. Hood, Van der Linden and Goossens (1989) investigated therm al (or ra­
diative) instabilities and they found tha t substantial flow across the photospheric 
boundary was possible when the growth rate was sufficiently small. Cargill and Hood 
(1989) in their investigation of therm al instabilities in a sheared magnetic field have 
argued tha t a variety of therm al and magnetic boundary conditions should be used 
until the realistic conditions are proved.
One im portant effect tha t must be included in solar flare and coronal heating 
models is the influence of resistivity, since this is essential for the magnetic topology 
to change and release of magnetic energy during a flare as it relaxes to a lower energy 
state. Resistive ballooning modes with rigid wall line-tying have been investigated 
by Velli and Hood (1986, 1987). They obtain a resistive mode, with a growth 
depending on a fractional power of resistivity, (77)®, when the equilibrium is close 
to ideal marginal stability. Velli and Hood (1989) included line-tying in a simple 
current sheet. They considered slab geometry and a m agnetic field with an inversion 
in the line-of-sight component so tha t a singular surface exists. Line-tying helps to 
stabilize the tearing mode by effectively discretizing the wavenumber in the line- 
tied direction, although ‘modes’ must be coupled together in order to satisfy the 
imposed boundary conditions. This then stabilizes the tearing mode beyond a simple
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discretization.
Hassam (1989) has cast doubt on the applicability of line-tying in stabilizing the 
tearing mode. He argues th a t the tearing mode evolves so slowly tha t there is plenty 
of time for the photospheric flows to develop. However, the instability he considers 
appears to be driven down in the photosphere whereas it is im portant to see the 
effect of disturbances initiated in the corona.
The problem then is to understand the correct form of the boundary conditions 
at the coronal/photospheric interface. To answer this, we investigate in chapter 2 
the behaviour of both the ideal and resistive ballooning modes as the photospheric 
to coronal density ratio and the resistivity are varied, although this is only valid 
for localized modes. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 investigate stability bounds for global 
modes for coronal loops and arcades. In chapter 3, the general m ethod of solution is 
described while in chapter 4 it is applied to several equilibria in an in-depth study. 
The effect of pressure and pressure gradients on the various modes from the m  — 1 
kink mode up to localized modes is investigated. Chapter 5 describes the general 
method of solution for arcades.
2 R esistiv e  B a lloon in g  L ine-T ied  B ou n d ary  C on­
d ition s
2.1 In tro d u ctio n
In this chapter the form of the boundary conditions at the coronal/photospheric 
interface is investigated. The growth rates and eigenfunctions of both ideal and 
resistive modes are investigated as the photospheric to coronal density ratio and 
resistivity are varied.
Firstly a simple model of a transverse wave on a two density string is considered 
in order to gain an idea of a sharp boundary between corona and photosphere in 
section 2.2. Then a model equilibrium and the stability equations tha t are used in 
section 2.3 are developed. Section 2.4 describes the construction of a normal mode 
from the ballooning approach and how plots of growth rate against radius should 
be interpreted. In the next section, the general dispersion relation is given and 
several limits are investigated analytically tha t provide bounds for the subsequent 
more general situations. Finally, section 2.6 presents the solutions of the dispersion 
relation for general density ratio and resistivity values.
The stabilizing influence of the magnetic field is minimized by considering per­
turbations with short wavelength across the magnetic field but long wavelengths
■’• A sI'f
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parallel to the magnetic field (see Connor et ah, 1979) since this reduces the energy 
required to overcome magnetic tension.
Taking a WKB approximation for the spatial variations across the field converts 
the MHD equations from a set of partial differential equations to a set of ordinary &
differential equations with derivatives along the magnetic field.
In order to simplify the analysis, we consider an azimuthal magnetic field so that 
the derivatives are with respect to the azimuthal component.
2.2  S im p le  m o d e l o f  b ou n d ary
In this section, a simple model of line-tying of a transverse wave on an elastic 
string of two different densities is considered.
Represent the displacement of the string on either side of the change in density 
by yi and p2 where
“  ^incident ^reflected) (^*1)
^2 — ^transmitted? (2 .2)
where
2/incident =  (2.3)
2/reflected =  A e ^ " (" « -* ) , (2.4)
tra n sm itte d  =  (2.5)
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^transm itted
^reflected
Figure 2.1: Diagram showing an incident wave transm itting and reflecting across a 
boundary.
Since the string is continuous, yi =  y2 for all t. Also the slopes d y i/d x  =  dy2 /d x  
for all t. The two boundary conditions imply
which have solution
Ai -]r Ar —
k\ (—A* +  Ar) =  —k2At,
k ] + k A '
A , = k\ 4-
(2.6)
(2.7)
(2 .8) 
(2.9)
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Representing region 1 by the corona and region 2 by the photosphere and taking a 
constant magnetic field and a density ratio of 10®, then an Alfven wave has velocity 
(see Hood, 1992)
giving
- 1 4 - ^ / ^Ar =  j ^ A i  =  -0.9998A , (2.12)
2 x / -At = ■ V '  A- =  1.9998 X 10~*Ai, (2.13)
Thus a disturbance initiated in the corona is essentially totally reflected at the 
boundary with the photosphere. From expressions (2.3) and (2.4), the perpendicular 
velocity components of the wave will vanish at the interface.
2.3  E q u ation s
The magnetohydrodynamic equations considered are
p - ^  =  “ Vp +  j x B ,  (2.14)D vD t
+  V • (fv ) =  0, (2.15)
®  = V x ( v x B )  +  ,,V "B, (2.16)
V • B =  0 , (2.17)
pDp 
D t pDt ( , - i ) m f .  (2.18) :
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where the momentum equation (2.14) consists of forces due to a pressure gradient 
and a Lorentz force, the induction equation (2.16) involves a uniform resistivity, and 
(2.18) is the energy equation with ohmic heating included.
We will consider an arcade consisting of a cylindrically symmetric azimuthal 
magnetic field. Be, and gas pressure, p, tha t are functions of r, but with a density, p, 
tha t is a function of r and Ô. The photosphere and corona are taken as two distinct 
regions of densities pp and pc, separated by a sharp transition region at 0 = ± 7t / 2 . 
The idea is to see how the amplitude of the eigenfunction at ^ =  ± 7t /2  and the 
growth rate respond to changes in the density ratio Pp/Pc for various values of the 
dimensionless resistivity param eter p. The plasma beta, in such a model, is larger 
than typical solar coronal values but the emphasis here is to see how both stable 
and unstable modes are modified by the density ratio. To produce a ballooning 
instability requires a ^  oi order unity, since the instability is driven by an adverse 
pressure gradient.
The equilibrium equation is given by
dr UP A
2 B e ‘ (2.19)
Linearizing about this basic state and taking all perturbed quantities of the form 
equations (2.14) to (2.18) reduce to
Pqctvi =  —Vpi 4—  (V X B i) X Bo 4—  (V x Bo) x B i, (2.20a)p p
<jpi 4- V • (povi) =  0, (2.206)
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<tB i =  V X (vi X Bo) +  ??V^Bi, (2.20c)
V • B i =  0, (2.204
crpi +  Vi • Vpo = - jp o V  • v i +  2 (7  -  1) T/jo- (V  X B i ) . (2.20e)
To simplify these equations further, we make the ballooning approximation 
and take a WKB approximation for the spatial variations across the field, namely 
/  (0) where n 1 is the ratio of equilibrium to perturbation length scales.
The ohmic heating term  in equation (2.20e), of order pn ‘drops ou t’ by comparison 
with the resistive term  in equation (2 .20c), of order pn? which is of order unity (see 
Appendix A). From the leading order equation we find tha t (ppi-L BoBie) — 0 (1 /n ) 
(see Hood et.al. 1989). Equations (2 .20a) to (2 .20e) reduce to
1 dvie 
r dO + Vir + lP pB e‘ Be‘
P  —  +  — Pi -  ppO-Pvir = 0 ,r do r
B) dvir
ftpi =  0 , (2 .21a)
(2.215)
(2 .21c)
(2 .2 1 4r  de ~  Bir -  0 .
where =  1 -f- {S*Ÿ is the square of the wave vector. Eliminating pi from equa­
tion (2 .21c) using (2 .21a) and differentiating (2 .21d) with respect to 0 to eliminate 
dBir/d0  gives
[{iPP +  Be‘^ ) (T +  pn^fc^7 pp] -  (o- +  B / 7Pdvie
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(o- +  (7 /ip +  Be^) p(^ r k
-\-2Bq 7p 4- r jp p p  4-,  rjn^k'^'ypppar'^k^ Vir = 0 , (2.21e)
Similarly, eliminating pi from equation (2 .21b) using the derivative of (2.21a) with 
respect to $, and (2 .21d) to eliminate Bir gives
(cr +  pn^k'^^ — ((J 4- pri^k'^^ [{^UP 4- Be^^ cr 4- pn^A:^7 pp] rpavie
dvir4-
r
2Bg^7P (<T 4- pn^fc^) 4- pn^k'^p'Be^ =  0, (2.21/ )
Thus, the stability equations reduce to two coupled second order O.D.E.’s. 
To illustrate the ideas, we will use the example equilibrium
B = Bo
L°’ 1 + ,0
P
with
2 /: ( l4 - r4 ^
Bo" p"
p (1 4- r^)"
since the results for ideal MHD are already known (Hood, 1986). The asterisk will 
be om itted, and isothermal disturbances, with 7  as unity, are taken for simplicity. 
Equations (2 .21e) and (2 .21f) reduce to
[(1 +  2r^) (7 4- — 2 (a  4- dviede
Uir — 0 ,- (a  4- I 4- ( l  4- 2r") pa^k^ +  •qn^k'^pcr
(1 +  r") (<r +  W k ' ^ )  ^  + 2 [(1 +  r') <r + ( l  -  r')] ^
(2.22a)
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— ( l  +  [ ( l  +  cr +  (cr -f pcrv^ Q — 0 . (2.226)
In the ideal lim it, yri^k'^ = 0, with k “^ =  1, equations (2.22a) and (2 .22b) reduce to 
those of Hood (1986).
Since in each region, all coefficients are independent of 0, we take vir,vie  of the 
form so tha t a fourth order equation in m  is obtained
— +  2 ( l  +  r") pa^k^ +  2rjn‘^ P pa1 r ^ 4  +
— 4r^ 
+
m
(o- +   ^ +  ( l  +  2r^) pcr^ A;" +  yn^k'^po­
or in terms of k^ as
pn p^"cr^  [( l -f 2r^) cr +  pn ]^
4- [m'* 4- 2 ( l  4- m ^ p c r ^  +  ( l  +  2r^) p^cr^] A:
=  0 , (2.23a)
-\-yn^por 2m^ 4- per' 4r"1 4-
r^po-^] =  0, (2.236)
Thus, there are four roots for m  in each region, 4zmi, ± m 2 in the corona and 
dbms, ± m 4 in the photosphere.
2.4  C o n stru c tio n  o f  th e  W K B  so lu tio n
To illustrate how we use the WKB approach, consider a uniform density in 
the ideal MHD limit. W ithout the coronal/ photospheric interface, the equilibrium 
reduces to a Z pinch and m  must take integer values. The standard approach is to
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set S'{r) =  0 and obtain as a function of radius. This is shown in figure 2.2 for 
m =  0 and m =  1. The problem is how to interpret this figure in terms of actual 
normal modes. To do this we consider first the m =  0 mode. Equation (2.23b) then 
defines the radial wavenumber as a function of r  and cr^  as
4^2/ \ 2( y ) (1 +  r^) (1 +  2r^) 1. (2.24)
.2<T
0.8 ~
0.2 -
0.0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.52.0 3.0
Figure 2.2: Square of the growth rate, cr ,^ as a function of the radial coordinate, 
r , in the uniform density ideal approximation, with poloidal wavenumbers, m =  0 
(solid curve) and m  = I (dashed curve).
This is shown in figure 2.3 for two different values of <j. The solutions are
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evanescent where (5')^ is negative and oscillatory where (S')^ is positive.
0.5-
0.0
0.5
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
Figure 2.3: The radial wavenumber (S')^ as a function of radius, r , with the square 
of the growth rate given by cr^  =  0.67 (solid curve) and = 0.33 (dashed curve).
In the neighbourhood of (5')^ =  0 there is a turning point and the solutions on 
either side of this point can be connected using Airy functions. Having obtained 
the growth rate is determined by requiring tha t the oscillatory part of the solu­
tion has the “correct” number of oscillations to m atch onto the evanescent solutions. 
This generates a Bohr-Sommerfeld condition of the form
I . 71 (2.25)
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where M  is the number of radial nodes, a  is a number of order unity and a, b are the 
zeros of S'{r). cr^  is then adjusted until equation (2.25) is satisfied. An alternative 
way of using equation (2.25) is to specify evaluate the integral on the left hand 
side of (2.25) and then determine the value of n. As long as n >> 1 we have a valid 
solution. The actual value of a  is determined by treating the turning points and 
boundary conditions in detail but if a is not too close to zero a  is approximately 
1/ 2.
The link between the WKB approach and the standard normal mode approach 
can be seen by studying the Hain-Lust equation (Goedbloed, 1983). For the uniform, 
in the $ direction, density case, the linearized ideal MHD equations can be reduced 
to one 2^^ order differential equation for the radial velocity, the Hain-Liist equation, 
for variations of the form f(r)exY>(i7nO-{-inz-{-o-t), tha t in the limit of large n 
reduces to (m =  0)
d r 1 /  2(7^  \  d X
7^ ‘^ dr \ r  { I r'^Ÿ \  (1 +  2r^) /  dr
+  +  (1 +  +  2r^) +  ^  ^
where X  =  rvr.
Hence, to leading order the Hain-Liist equation becomes
g  -  ( « I
Applying the WKB technique to equation (2.26b) for the radial variation means 
tha t the first derivative term  is neglected and equation (2.24) is recovered. Thus,
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by replacing (5')^ by — 1/n^ d^/dr^ from equation (2.24) we can in fact recover the 
leading order differential equation, except for the first derivative term . The first 
derivative however, is only of importance near r  =  0 when n  is large (ie for n r < 1). 
Notice tha t correction terms in equation (2.26a) remain asymptotically small even 
in the neighbourhood of the zeros of S '(r). If S'(a) — 0 , setting
a; =  (r — a) (2.27a)
in equation (2.26a) generates Airy’s equation in the form
^  +  C x X  =  O  (n-2/^) , (2.276)
where C =  2 (1 — 2a^) / a  (1 -f a^) (1 +  2a^). Neglecting the corrections of O 
this is equivalent to the Airy’s equation generated direct from equation (2.24). 
Therefore the equation derived from (2.24) agrees with the leading order behaviour 
of the Hain-Liist equation, (2.26a).
The behaviour of the m =  1 mode is slightly different. From figure 2.2 it is seen 
th a t (7 is a monotonically decreasing function of radius. This means tha t S '(r) =  0 
at only one radius, r=c, say. Hence we have a one turning point problem. For
r < c the eigenfunction is oscillatory and for r > c evanescent. Matching the two
solutions, through Airy’s equation, the WKB expression for the eigenvalue becomes
n J  S'{r)dr =  {M  -f 3/4)?r, (2.28a)
where
(S 'Ÿ  = —1 -I__________ 4 (1 -f (7 r  )_________________
^  (1 4- r2) (1 +  2 (1 +  r2) < 7 2 +  (1 +  2r2) cr )^ '
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In deriving (2.28a) it has been assumed that the eigenfunction is zero at r  =  0. 
Notice tha t, again, the differential equation derived from (2.28b) agrees with the 
leading behaviour of the Hain-Liist equation, for large n, except near r  =  0 (n r <  1). 
Table 2.1 illustrates the above relationships for the growth rate.
n M Hain-Liist Ballooning Integral
10 0 0.7731 0.7837 0.7832
10 4 0.5565 0.5614 0.5612
m = 0 30 0 0.8114 0.8126 0.8126
30 4 0.7078 0.7087 0.7087
10 0 0.9152 0.8584 0.8571
m = l 10 4 0.3139 0.2760 0.2756
30 0 0.9687 0.9509 0.9507
30 4 0.7300 0,7164 0.7163
Table 2.1: Values of the growth rate obtained numerically using Hain-Liist, Balloon­
ing and integral equations for the ideal uniform density m =  0 and m =  1 modes. 
M  is the number of internal radial nodes.
The number of internal nodes is taken as either 0 or 4 and results for the sausage 
(rows 1-4) and kink (rows 5-8) modes are presented for 72 =  10 and 30. The 
column labelled Hain-Liist represents the growth rates calculated from the numerical 
solution to the Hain-Liist equation. The “ballooning” column gives cr as calculated
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from the differential equations generated from equations (2.24) and (2.28b). The 
“integral” column gives cr when using equations (2.25) and (2.28a).
Now we are in a position to interpret figure 2.2. Basically, the curve shows all 
the possible values for the growth rate. The radius (for a given value of cr) gives 
the location at which the eigenfunction changes its character from exponential to 
oscillatory (or vice versa). However, for every value of a  given by figure 2.2 there is 
a possible normal mode tha t depends on the value of n (as long as n is large) and 
the number of nodes.
The inclusion of resistivity does not radically alter the above approach. Neglect­
ing the root corresponding to pure diffusion in the derivation of (2.23a), it is clearly 
seen tha t the ballooning approach generates a 4*^  order differential equation
1
d 0 ^ ~ ¥  
-4r^
d?v+  2 ( l  4- 4- 2'qn'^k'^pa
pa'^k'^ 4- r}n^Ppa (cr -j- — 0 , (2.29)+
Again this equation agrees with the leading order behaviour, for large n, of the 
actual linearized equations away from the origin (ie. the equations are valid for 
nr %$> 1). Factorising into a pair of 2”®* order equations reveals tha t one factor is 
simply the ideal equation modified by resistivity whereas the other equation admits 
the possibility of a new resistive mode. For eadh of these two equations, normal 
mode solutions can be constructed in the manner described above.
In the rest of this chapter, we are not concerned with the detailed solutions for 
the eigenfunctions for a given growth rate. Instead, we investigate the allowable
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values for the growth rate, cr, by setting {S 'Y  =  0 and plotting cr as a function of r. 
Given a value for cr, the above analysis shows that there is a normal mode solution 
tha t depends on the value of n and the number of radial nodes. The radius at which 
cr attains this value corresponds to  the radius at which the nature of the solution 
changes from oscillatory to evanescent (or vice versa).
W hen the density is non-uniform, in the 0 direction, the same approach can, in 
principle, be carried out but the actual derivation of the normal mode is substantially 
more complicated. Instead we select a typical radius and see the effect on this value 
for the growth rate as the photospheric density is varied. Generally speaking the 
variation of cr is similar at all radii. However, following this approach we are unable 
to follow the same normal mode as we have no guarantee tha t n and the number of 
radial modes will remain the same.
In section 2.5 we begin by constructing the general dispersion relation before dis­
cussing the two extreme limits of uniform density and infinite photospheric density. 
Then the way in which one solution evolves into the other is investigated by varying 
the photospheric density in section 2 .6 .
2.5  D isp ersio n  re la tio n
Consider initially even modes, about ^ =  0 , for Vir and odd modes for which 
we shall write as Vr and ug.
V r c  =  acos?ni^ +  6 cos??2 2 ,^ (2.30a)
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V r p  =  c C O S  m 3  ( t T —  Û )  ~ h  d COS m 4  ( t t  — 0) ,
V&C = A sinm iO  B  sinmg^,
Vûp = C  sin m 3 {tc ~  0) D  sin (tt — ,
(2.306)
(2.30c)
(2 .3 0 4
where subscript p  refers to the photospheric, and c refers to the coronal regions.
Equation (2.22) is used to  write A, J5, C  and D  in term s of a, 6, c and d 
and matching (2.30a) to (2.30d) across the coronal/ photospheric boundary, 0 =  
± 7t / 2 , using continuity of normal velocity, total pressure, normal magnetic field and 
tangential electric field by equating (vr)^ =  (u^)^, d{vr)^ldO — d(ur) /d^, d{vo)Jd6 — 
d{vo)p/dO and (vq)^ =  {vg)p gives the dispersion relation
1 1
" h Z ta n m if  ta n m g f tan mg^ ta n m 4^mi
E , -  m lF
m2
Er m \F
m3
Ep — m ^F
m4
m ita n m if  mg tan m 2 § m 3 tan m 3 ^
En — TtÎaF
m.4 ta n m 4f
0 ,
where
Ec. = ——
En = - ^
— 4^.2
1 - f  
—4?'^
-f (1 +  2r^) +  lyn^pccr
+  (1 +  2r^) +  Tfn^ppcr
(2.31a)
(2.316)
(2.31c)
(2 .3 1 4
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and m i, mg, m 3 and m^ are solutions to (2.23a).
This dispersion relation is now solved analytically for two special density limits.
2.5.1 Uniform D ensity
In this extreme we take pp =  Pc =  1, and we have to solve equation (2.23) with the 
condition tha t m is an integer to satisfy the periodicity of the disturbances. Several 
simple cases, for particular values of the radius, are described. This is equivalent to 
a ballooning mode analysis of a Z-pinch.
Analysing equation (2.23a), with (S 'Y  =  0, =  1, it is clear tha t the only
unstable modes occur for m =  0 and m =  1. The behaviour of cr as varies is 
typified by the particular radius r  =  1. In this case, equation (2.23a) factorizes to
[m^ +  (T (cr +  7/n^)] [m^ — 2 +  cr (3cr +  —  G, (2 .3 2 )
giving the solutions
cr =  — ±  — j Inn'* ) —4m' (2.33a)
r]n  ^ , 1
MG"')
— 12 (m^ — 2) , (2.336)
Equation (2.33a) corresponds to the slow mode whereas (2.33b) describes the 
Alfven mode. Notice, from (2.33b) tha t there are ideal unstable solutions for m =  0 
and 1. For all values of m, the roots eventually become real if rjn^ is sufficiently 
large. For example, cr as a function of ijn'  ^ for m =  1 is shown in figure 2.4. The un­
stable Alfven mode has a reduced growth rate as rjn^ increases but remains unstable
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whereas the stable root has an increased damping rate. The two damped oscillatory 
slow modes become two damped real modes for rjn^ > 2. This point coincides with 
the damped Alfven mode only for r  =  1. For r I there is no coincidence of 3 
roots. The behaviour for other values of m is readily obtained from (2.33).
—  1 -
- 3 -
4~
—5 —
6 —
1 20 3 4 5 6
Figure 2.4: Growth rate, cr, as a function of 7]ri^ , corresponding to uniform density 
with radial coordinate, r = 1.0, and poloidal wavenumber, m  ~  I. The dashed 
curves correspond to equation (2.33a), whereas the solid curves correspond to equa­
tion (2.33b).
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2.5.2 Infinite density lim it
Taking ^  1, pp = p and \p<r\ Z#> 1, the dispersion relation (2.31) reduces
to
E c - m i ^ F  7T E c-rr i2 ^F  ^  tt----------------tan m i— = ----------------- tan  m 2—. (2.34)mi 2 m 2 2
where Ec and F  are given by expressions (2.31), (see Velli and Hood, 1986), since if 
we represent the term  in the row and column of the dispersion relation (2.31) 
by Kij, then the leading order contributions are
« 1 3  =  O (1) « 1 4  =  O (1)
« 2 3  =  O ( ( / > < t ) 2 )  « 2 4  =  o  (1)
« 3 3  =  o (pa) K34 -  O
« 4 3  =  o  ( ( p < t ) 2 ^ « 4 4  =  O ^ ( p c r ) â ^
Hence the contribution from « 3 3  x «44 dominates all other product contributions
from columns 3 and 4.
2.5.2.1 small r
Before investigating the numerical solutions to the dispersion relation, it is in­
formative to analyse the behaviour of cr in the neighbourhood of the origin, r  =  0 . 
Through this approach the singular nature of the resistive problem and the actual 
number (and form) of the roots are clearly seen.
W ith r  =  0, equation (2.23a) factorizes as
[m^ — 2m -f- <7 -f -j- 2m -j- cr (cr 4- =  0, (2.35)
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and taking rtm j, dzmg as solutions of equation (2.35), for small r , there is an infinity 
of solutions of the form
Tjn
m 2 =  m i  4- 2 ,
(2.36a)
(2.366)
to first order, where m i and m 2 are integer values in order to satisfy the dispersion 
relation (2.34).
Using equations (2.36a) and (2.36b) and substituting integer values for m i, we 
obtain the small r  perturbation expansions, in the following forms
13cr — ±  +  .. .^ , r)n^ =  0 ,m i =  0 ,
<7 =  ± i\/E  ^1 — +  .. .^ , Tjn'^  =  0 , ?ni =  1,
o- = +  . . . ,  7]n^  ^  0 , T]ri^  >  r, mi  =  0 ,
(2.37a)
(2.376)
(2.37c)
a  — — r j n  + (—2 4  6(r}n^ Ÿ^  ±  ^4  — b2{r}n'^ Ÿ +  9{Tjn^ y2f]n'^
4 . . . ,  7/72^7^0, 7/72^  ;> r , mi  =  0 , (2.37d)
The different forms for m i =  0, namely (2.37a) and (2.37c), illustrates the sin­
gular nature of the stability problem. Thus, the inclusion of resistivity may produce 
a pronounced effect when comparing with the ideal results.
Looking at any particular solution of equations (2.36a) and (2.36b) with m i /  0, 
then
^real 7/ 72"
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o-{mag =   ^^
(7 — (Jfcal i  ifTiniag
and as rjn? increases, \(Timag\ reduces until {rfn’^ Ÿ ~  =  0 when (Ximag =  0 .
Then, for {rjn^Ÿ ~  4m im 2 >  0 , cr becomes purely real and negative. As oo,
CF asymptotes to the values 0 and —T]n^ .
The implications of the above results are now discussed. In the ideal limit there 
are two types of modes namely the Alfven and slow modes. Because of the boundary 
conditions introduced by the dense photosphere, these modes are now coupled to­
gether. By analysing the behaviour of the dispersion relation in the neighbourhood 
of r  =  0 we can see tha t there are two ideal modes. The oscillatory solution is stable 
and generates the pair of a values given by (2.37b). The marginally stable mode 
(at r  =  0) generates a stable and unstable solution given by (2.37a). The inclu­
sion of resistivity produces a surprise. The unstable mode given by (2.37a) is now 
modified to (2.37c) with the change in character of the expansion illustrating the 
singular nature of the ideal limit. (2.37d) is the resistive analogue to the negative 
root of (2.37a). For small we have two solutions em anating from a  =  —rjri  ^
given by equation (2.37d). These solutions cease to exist at r  =  0 for satisfying 
4 — 52(7/n^)^ 4- 9{7j7i^Ÿ ^  0 since complex conjugate roots of this kind do not satisfy 
the stability equations. The appearance and disappearance of roots (due to varying 
rjn'^) is im portant in understanding the behaviour for general radius.
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2.5 .2 .2 General r
Dispersion relation (2.34) together with the fourth order equation (2.23), have 
been solved numerically for different values of r and rfn^ and the results are now 
discussed. Consider first the infinite density limit.
0.4-1
real (cr)
0.2 -
0.0
0.4
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.00.8 1.2
Figure 2.5a: Real component of the growth rate, cr, as a function of the radial 
coordinate, r , in the infinite density ratio approximation in the ideal limit (solid 
curve), and also =  0.05, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 (dashed curves of decreasing length).
Figure 2.5 shows the variation of the real and imaginary parts of a  with the 
radius for various values of rjn^. Curves for larger values of rjri  ^ are shown by
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shorter dashes. In figure 2.5a, the solid curve shows the ideal Alfven modes are 
purely real for r  <  0.9. For r > 0.9, the ideal Alfven modes are stable. Figure 
2.5b clearly illustrates the region at which stable Alfven modes appear. In addition, 
the slow mode is stable for all values of r. Notice tha t in the region r  > 0.9 the 
unstable mode is a purely real mode that owes its existence to resistivity. The 
allowable normal mode growth rates are similar to the ideal values but the radial 
extent (of the oscillatory part) of the eigenfunction is more extended. Two solutions 
of complex type exist for non-zero which merge and disappear at a value of ijn? 
less than 0.05. One of these two roots is tabulated below.
r}ri^ a
0.00 ( 0 .00x10°, 0.2202)
0.01 ( 6 .1 3 x lO - \  0.2188)
0.02 ( 8 .6 1 x lO - \  0.2141)
0.03 ( 2 .8 4 x lO - \  0.2050)
0.04 ( -2 .0 1 x lQ - \  0.1872)
Table 2.2: Values of the growth rate obtained for small rjn^ at r  =  1.0. This solution 
merges with its complex conjugate pair and disappears for greater values of Tjn^.
One overstable and one damped oscillatory solutions for 7/n^ =  0.03 can be 
shown to exist. As i]n^ is increased, the solution with the smaller imaginary value 
of <7 increases, whereas the solution with the larger imaginary value of a decreases.
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Figure 2.5b: Oscillatory component of the growth rate, cr, as a function of the 
radial coordinate, r , in the infinite density ratio approximation in the ideal limit 
(solid curve), and for =  0.5 and 1.0 (dashed curves of decreasing length).
Thus we have two roots coming together and disappearing. The difference between 
these disappearing roots and the previous mentioned roots is tha t in this case, the 
oscillatory component is non-zero at the point of disappearance. As ?jn  ^ decreases 
from 0.03, the larger imaginary value of a  limits to the ideal oscillatory solution 
shown in figure 2.5b, whereas the smaller imaginary value of cr approaches zero in 
the limit as 7jn  ^ tends to zero. For the ideal case, this limit is not a solution of
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dispersion relation (2.34) since F  in (2.31c) is indeterminate.
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Figure 2 .6 : Growth rate, <t, as a function of Tjn^, in the infinite density ratio ap­
proximation with radial coordinate, r =  0.5. Solid curves correspond to the Alfven
mode , dashed curves to the slow mode.
Two damped modes emerge from r  =  0, <r =  and coalesce at a radius (less
than 0.9) tha t decreases with rjn' .^ For a fixed value of the radius, increasing r]n  ^
will cause these two roots to approach each other, coalesce and disappear. This is 
borne out by figure 2 .6 , which shows the behaviour of the real part of the growth 
rate  as 7]n? is increased for the flux surface at r  =  0.5. Notice tha t there are two
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roots tha t coalesce and then reappear at a larger value of r/n^. This is identical to 
the points of coalescence at r  =  0 which occur (at rjri  ^ = 0.08, 5.7) when the square 
root term  in (2.37d) changes from real to imaginary and back to real again, as rjn^ 
is increased.
To apply the rigid wall line-tying conditions, the photospheric density must be 
sufficiently large that 1. Then starting at the ideal lim it, rjn^ =  0, there
are four fundamental roots to the dispersion relation, namely the real unstable and 
stable Alfven modes, and the purely imaginary slow modes. As increases the 
slow mode becomes damped with a damping rate of 7/n^/2 , and the frequency is 
reduced until at rjn^ % 4.1 the frequency is zero and above this there are two real 
stable modes. The growth rate of the unstable Alfven mode is reduced but remains 
unstable. This is in contrast with the results found in Velli and Hood (1986). 
However, Velli and Hood investigated regions of ideal marginal stability given by 
r  % 0.9 in figure 2.5, and in tha t region it is clear tha t resistivity increases the 
growth rate.
A new resistive mode emerges from the origin tha t merges with the stable Alfven 
mode at rjn^ = 0.11. The two modes then reappear at r]n  ^ = 2.54 as two purely real 
stable modes. Interestingly enough, there are no complex conjugate roots between 
these values of rfn^. This has been verified by plotting, the real and imaginary parts 
of dispersion relation (2.34) as a function of the real part of cr for various values of 
the imaginary part of cr. For ?/n  ^ =  0.11, the imaginary part of (2.34) is only zero
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for ai =  0 and the real part of (2.34) is zero, (with ai = 0) at two distinct values of 
ar, giving the two roots. However, when r]n  ^ =  0.12, although the imaginary part 
of (2.34) is zero for ai — 0, the real part of (2.34) (with ai — 0) does not possess 
any zeros indicating there are no solutions to the dispersion relation.
W hen r  =  1, the plasma is ideally stable and at rjn^ =  0, there are the 4 
frequencies, the larger values of jcr^ | correspond to the slow modes and the smaller 
values to the Alfven modes. As increases the slow modes are again damped with 
a rate proportional to r)n^/2. The purely real resistive ballooning mode, is clearly 
seen emanating from the origin and soon reaches a maximum value before slowly 
decreasing. Beyond rjn^ — 2.5, two real roots emerge.
2.6 G en era l p
The previous section has presented the behaviour of the growth rate as the 
resistivity parameter, 7/n^, is varied for two particular photospheric density limits. 
Obviously the realistic density ratio lies in between. In this section we vary the 
density ratio and investigate how the solutions for uniform density evolve into the 
infinite density limit. In addition, it is im portant to remember tha t the infinite 
density lim it is valid as long as \pa'^\ 3 > 1. This means tha t a mode tha t is initially 
unstable in the uniform density limit cannot pass through marginal stability as the 
photospheric density increases (since at marginal stability the linearized equations 
are independent of p.).
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To proceed, equations (2.22a) and (2 .22b) have been solved numerically using a 
fourth order Runga-Kutta-Merson method with density profile given by
1P (1 +  Pp) +  (1 — pp) tanh A (2.38)
where A has been taken to be 1000 to give a steep density transition from /? =  1 to 
p =  Pp as ^ is increased across the boundary ^ =  7t / 2 . A typical value of the radius 
is selected to illustrate the influence on the growth rates of increasing pp.
2.6.1 Ideal Case
Firstly, consider an ideal plasma. The values of r  are selected as they are typical 
of the uniform and infinite density limits. At r  =  0.5 and 1, the uniform density limit 
has both the kink and sausage modes unstable whereas there is only one unstable 
mode for r  =  0.5 in the infinite density limit and there are no unstable roots at 
r  =  1. For r  =  2 only the sausage mode is unstable in the uniform density limit and 
there are no unstable roots in the infinite density limit. Thus these three values of 
r cover the different cases and we now consider how these ideal modes evolve as the 
photospheric density varies. The behaviour of a  for r = 0.5, as pp varies is shown in 
figure 2.7a for the kink-type and sausage-type modes. The former tends to a finite 
value tha t is given by the infinite density value, whereas the la tter tends to zero. 
The growth rate of the kink-type mode is given b y # ; %  ctoo +  for large p,
whereas the sausage-type mode is given by <j w C2p~^^^. Notice tha t for the sausage 
mode I per ^  I is not large and so, not surprisingly, this mode is not picked up by the
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infinite density limit.
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Figure 2.7a: Growth rate, cr, as a function of the density ratio, /?, with radial 
coordinate, r  =  0.5, in the ideal limit. The infinite density ratio limit is shown 
as a dashed horizontal line. The kink-type mode is shown by a dashed curve, the 
sausage-type by a solid curve.
The kink-type growth rate is larger in value than the sausage-type growth rate. The 
type of mode is identified at pp — 1 and followed as pp increases. The amplitude 
of the velocity eigenfunctions of the kink-type mode at the 0 =  ± 7t /2  boundary 
tends to 0 as p is increased. The amplitude of the velocity eigenfunctions of the 
sausage-type mode tend to a non-zero finite limit although the growth rate tends
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to 0 as /o increases indicating tha t there is a flow across the boundary. Using a 
normalisation of =  1 at (9 =  0 , the relationship between velocity and density is 
shown in figure 2.7b. The eigenfunction for the kink-type mode, has a maximum 
at 0 =  0 and minimum at ^ =  ± 7t / 2 , whereas, for the sausage-type mode, it has 
a minimum at 0 =  0 and maximum at 0 =  ± 7r / 2 . Since, in the corona, the radial 
velocity has the form
5-1
V
3 -
2 -
50 100 500 1000
Figure 2.7b: Radial (upper) and poloidal (lower) velocities at the photo-
spheric/coronal boundary, 0 =  #^2 , for unstable modes corresponding to figure 
2.7a.
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Vr =  acos?ni0 +  6 cos m 20 (2.39)
this can be explained by a and b having the same sign for the kink-type mode, and 
opposite signs for the sausage mode. For r = 1.0, the sausage-type growth rate is 
larger in value than the kink-type growth rate, with both types of mode tending to 
0 as p is  increased. The am plitude of the kink-type velocity eigenfunctions tends to 
a finite non-zero limit and again the growth rate tends to 0 as p is increased. In 
contrast to r  =  0.5, the sausage-type mode has a maximum at 0 =  0 and a minimum 
at 0 =  ± 7r / 2 , and the kink-type mode has a minimum at 0 =  0 and a maximum at 
0 =  ± 7r / 2 . The growth rate of the sausage-type mode is given by <j % C2p“ /^  ^ for 
large p, whereas the kink-type mode is given by <r «  cip"^/^. Hence, the sausage
mode satisfies rigid wall line-tying conditions but the kink mode, since |p<7 j^ is not
large, does not.
For r =  2.0, there is no unstable kink-type mode since <  0 for r > a/3 -  The
sausage-type growth rate is similar to the case r  =  1.0 with a  tending to 0 as p 
tends to 00 . The growth rate is given by cr oc p“^/^.
In contrast to flood (1986), we have found that for unstable solutions tend­
ing to  marginal stability as p tends to infinity, flows can occur across the photo­
sphere/corona boundary. These flows do not satisfy either of the ‘rigid-walP or 
‘flow-through’ conditions since perpendicular to the magnetic field, is non-zero. 
For solutions which remain unstable as p tends to infinity, we have found agreement
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with Hood (1986) tha t for large photospheric/coronal density ratios, the line-tying 
conditions are best simulated by taking all velocity amplitudes to be zero at the 
photospheric boundary.
2.6.2 non-zero
We now investigate how the growth rates are influenced by the inclusion of 
resistivity. Again 3 values of r  are used as above.
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Figure 2.8a; Growth rate, cr, as a function of the density ratio, p, with radial 
coordinate, r =  0.5, and — 0.5. The infinite density ratio limit is shown as 
a dashed horizontal line. The kink-type mode is shown by a dashed curve, the 
sausage-type by a solid curve.
For r  =  0.5, see figure 2.8, the behaviour of the growth rates is similar to the ideal
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case with the amplitude of the kink-type velocity eigenfunctions tending to zero as 
p is increased. Figure 2.8a shows the behaviour of the kink-type (dashed curve) and 
sausage-type (solid curve) growth rates as the photospheric density varies. Again, 
the former tends to a non-zero value given by the infinite density limit, whereas the 
la tte r tends to zero. However, the velocity eigenfunctions do not go to zero, since a 
contribution to the ballooning equations will come from the second order derivative 
of the perturbed magnetic field with respect to the poloidal angle, 0. This will 
introduce diffusive terms, which vary as rjpa^ into the two coupled second order 
ordinary differential equations for Vr and ve given by equations (2 .22a) and (2 .22b). 
The growth rate, cr, tends to a non-zero positive value as the density ratio, p tends to 
infinity, and -qpa will cease to be small compared to •qri^ k'^  and so a small non-zero 
velocity will remain with an amplitude dependent on the diffusion timescale (see 
Velli, Einaudi and Hood, 1990).
The amplitude of the sausage-type eigenfunctions at 6 — ± 7t / 2  seem to tend to co 
as p is increased for the resistive r =  0.5 case. However, since we are normalising the 
amplitude of the radial velocity eigenfunction to unity at 0 =  0 , we have calculated 
Vr/{a b) from expression (2.41), and a-j-6 tends to zero as p is increased. Again, the 
sausage-type eigenfunction, has a minimum at 0 =  0 and maximum at 0 =  ± 7t / 2  
and the kink-type eigenfunction, has a maximum at 0 =  0 and a minimum at 
0 =  ± 7t / 2 . The sausage-type growth rate, a  % T is independent of the 
value of r}n?. The kink-type growth rate varies approximately as for =  0.5,
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and p for •qn?' =  1.0, somewhere between the —1/3 and —1/2 values obtained 
for the ideal case.
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Figure 2 .8 b: Radial (upper) and poloidal (lower) velocities at the photo­
spheric/ coronal boundary, 9 =  7t / 2 , for unstable modes corresponding to  figure 
2 .8a.
For r  =  1.0 and r — 2.0, there exists a resistive instability in the infinite density 
case, whereas no ideal instability is present. Both the sausage-type and kink-type, 
for r  =  1.0, have maxima of Vr at 0 = 0, minima of ai 9 = ± 7t /2  indicating a and 
b of the same sign in expression (2.41). The amplitude of the sausage-type velocity
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eigenfunctions tends to zero as p is increased. As explained above, the velocity 
eigenfunctions do no go to zero but will tend to a small, non-zero, value dependent on 
the diffusion timescale with extra term s in the coupled ordinary differential equations 
due to the second order derivative of the perturbed magnetic field.
The amplitude of the kink-type radial velocity eigenfunction tends to a non-zero 
value, with the growth rate tending to 0 as p is increased. The kink-type growth 
rate, cr % cp“ ,^ for r  =  1.0 , whereas the kink-type mode is non-existent for r =  2 .0 . 
The sausage-type growth rate varies approximately as for r  =  1.0, p'n? — 0.5,
and for the cases r = 1.0, 'qn^ =  1.0 and for r  =  2.0, qn^ =  0.5 and 1.0,
somewhere between the power values —1/3 and —1/2 obtained for the ideal case.
2.7  D iscu ss io n
In this chapter, we have looked at the behaviour of both ideal and resistive 
ballooning modes as the photospheric to coronal density ratio, resistivity and radius 
are varied in order to investigate the correct form of the boundary conditions at the 
photosphere/corona interface.
A detailed derivation of how the ballooning (or WKB) approach can be used 
to construct a normal mode is presented and the interpretation of the growth rate 
curves as a function of radius is clarified. Basically, we are selecting the radius at 
which the character of the eigenfunction changes from oscillatory to exponential. 
All the values of a predicted by the cr — r curves are in fact realizable by suitably
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adjusting the wavenumber n  and the number of radial nodes. Choosing a particular 
value of r allows us to predict the influence of resistivity and the photospheric density 
on the behaviour of attainable normal modes. We have looked at a larger range of 
parameters than has previously been attem pted, with the resistivity parameter, 
qn^, extending beyond the maximum value of 10"^ used in Velli and Hood (1986) 
up to  a value of 6 .0 , in order to follow the development of some of the modes as the 
resistivity is varied. Unless anomalous resistivity is used, such high values of qrt^ are 
unlikely to be achieved in the solar corona. Previous attention has been focused on 
a particular value of the radius. This chapter has shown th a t the effect of resistivity 
on unstable modes can be different depending on the value of the radius chosen. In 
the case of an infinite density ratio, resistivity decreases the growth rate for small 
r , whereas beyond ideal marginal stability, r =  0.9, resistivity causes an increase in 
the growth rate, the region investigated by Velli and Hood (1986). Our analysis has 
looked at small perturbations about a cylindrical magnetostatic equilibrium where 
the coronal and photospheric pressures and magnetic fields depend on the radius, 
and are independent of the poloidal angle, and toroidal z direction. The large 
wave-number, n, in the radial and z directions for the perturbed quantities, gives 
slow variations along the field lines but rapid variations across them.
The two types of boundary conditions tha t are commonly considered are the 
‘rigid-wair conditions where all perturbations of the eigenfunction vanish, and the 
‘flow-through’ conditions where perturbations of the eigenfunction are allowed along
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the field lines. Hood (1986) investigated the ideal case with r  =  0.5, and found that 
for the most unstable mode, the kink-type mode, the ‘rigid-wall’ conditions were the 
most appropriate as the density ratio becomes large. He also found the governing 
equation in the infinite-density ratio case when the corona becomes detached from 
the photosphere, indicating agreement with the ‘rigid-wall’ conditions. However, the 
density ratio is not infinite, but of the order of 10®, and it is not obvious tha t a large 
finite ratio should give similar results to an infinite ratio. This chapter has shown 
tha t there exists a second series of instabilities which tend to marginal stability as 
the infinite density ratio is approached. In this case, flows parallel and perpendicular 
to the magnetic field were found if |pcr |^ remains finite. This is in agreement with 
Cargill et a i (1986), who suggested tha t either all three components of the perturbed 
eigenfunction vanish or none at all.
Summarising then,
(i) if there is an unstable (or stable) mode in the uniform density (untied) limit 
and a corresponding unstable (or stable) mode in the infinite density lim it, then 
the growth rate simply evolves from one to the other as the photospheric density 
increases and the photosphere can be represented by the rigid wall conditions.
(ii) if there is an instability in the uniform density limit but no instability in the 
infinite density limit then there may indeed be flows across the coronal/ photospheric 
interface. However, the growth rates will be small since \ppO-^ \ remains finite (or zero) 
for large pp.
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Figure 2.9: Growth rate, a , as a function of the resistivity param eter, for r  =  1 
and pp =  1000 corresponding to a sausage-type mode (solid curve) and a kink-type 
mode (dashed curve).
(iii) for a fixed value of pp, increasing resistivity, through ?/n^, results in differing 
effects depending on the value of radius chosen. This is illustrated in the infinite den­
sity limit, where the growth rate is decreased for small r , whereas beyond marginal 
stability, r  >  0.9, resistivity causes an increase in the growth rate. Figure 2.9 shows 
the growth rate, cr, against the resistivity parameter, 7/72^ , for r = 1 and pp =  1000. 
The most unstable mode (solid curve), which has evolved from the uniform density 
sausage mode (solid curve) shown in figure 2 .2 , becomes more unstable with increas­
ing as is the case for the infinite density limit shown in figure 2.5a. The other 
mode (dashed curve) has cr decreasing as rpn?' increases. This instability has evolved
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from the uniform density kink mode (dashed curve) shown in figure 2.2. For large 
values of pp, diffusive terms, varying as ï/pp, eliminated in the ballooning equations 
by comparison with will no longer be small and extra diffusive terms are in­
troduced into the equations. Small non-zero velocities will result at the boundary 
indicating flows contrary to both the rigid-wall and flow-through conditions.
The calculations presented have ignored the transition region, viscosity, thermal 
and gravitational effects which would severely complicate the analysis. Also, it has 
been suggested tha t non-linear effects may enhance the instabilities obtained by 
linear analysis or even lead to an explosive instability.
3 E quilibrium  and E quations o f  M otion  for Coro­
nal Loops
3*1 In tro d u ctio n
In chapter 2, the form of the boundary conditions at the photosphere/ corona 
interface was investigated using localized modes. In this chapter, global modes will 
be used to investigate stability of a flux tube. The stability of coronal loops to kink 
modes transformed into localized modes by increasing the poloidal wavenumber, m, 
is investigated. A code was developed that is applied to numerically generated 1-D 
equilibria based on the 2-D  Grad-Shafranov equation.
Zweibel and Boozer (1985) looked at the effect of small twist. They showed 
tha t the main part of the loop has a constant cross-sectional area with all radial 
variations confined to a boundary layer near the photospheric ends. Lothian and 
Hood (1989) also investigated small twist and developed a theory for the central 
part of the loop in terms of a simple one-dimensional model. Browning and Hood 
(1989) extended the work of Lothian and Hood (1989) to include the effect of large 
twist. Lothian and Hood (1992) included pressure effects as well as the footpoint 
displacement and find tha t nonequilibrium can occur if the pressure is sufficiently 
large. Robertson, Hood and Lothian (1990) used the one-dimensional model with 
entropy as a specified function of the flux function, A. Loop stability has been
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investigated by Mikic, Schnack and Van Hoven (1990), Van der Linden, Goossens 
and Kerner (1990) and Goedbloed (1990). Foote and Craig (1990) and De Bruyne 
and Hood (1992) have investigated a variety of modes in addition to the kink mode.
Mikic, Schnack and Van Hoven (1990) investigated the equilibrium and stabil­
ity of a twisted magnetic flux tube using a time-dependent MHD model. Starting 
from an initial uniform background axial magnetic field and applying slow localized 
photospheric vortex flows at the ends of a flux tube, the flux tube evolved through 
a sequence of essentially 2-D equilibria. Considering a numerically generated equi­
libria they studied its 3-D MHD stability properties, including the stabilizing effect 
of photospheric line-tying. Their method was applied to a twist profile given by
Ag (1 — A) , A <  1
0 , A >  1
where L  is the length of the loop, #  is the winding angle of a field line about 
the axis as it travels from one end of the loop to the other, A is a magnetic flux 
function, Ag is a param eter determining the axial twist of the loop.
In the following analysis, all quantities will be normalized with B =  p =
Pop\ p =  pQp't r  — a r \ (  = a ( \  t =  (a /u^) f , where Bo, po, po and a represent typical 
values for the coronal magnetic field, plasma pressure, density and loop radius and 
va =  Boly/Jip is the Alfven velocity in the loop. For convenience, all dashes will be 
dropped from the equations.
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For the untwisted loop, taking the constant normalized axial field
Bz = l
gives the flux function, A  as
.  1 2 >l =  - r
and the initial boundary for the flux tube surrounded by a uniform plasma with 
uniform axial magnetic field, given by A =  1 is
ro =  \/2
Mikic, Schnack and Van Hoven (1990) considered an initial uniform plasma beta, 
/?o =  0.1 with a loop length, L = 4ro and an outer boundary, R  — 4ro. They found 
the equilibrium becomes unstable when the axial twist, $  (0) exceeded the critical 
value, $c =  4 .87T. They also found tha t there was a compression of the axial field near 
to the axis and an expansion of the axial field away from the axis in order to conserve 
the total longitudinal flux of the flux tube given by /J  2'KrdA = 2tt Jq° r^Bzdr for 
any value of the axial coordinate, z (see Browning and Priest, 1983).
De Bruyne and Hood (1992) investigated how the stability properties of coronal 
loops to kink modes is transformed into those of localized modes as the poloidal 
wave number, m, is increased. By developing a set of Fourier truncated equations 
of motion with rigid-wall line-tied conditions imposed, these equations were then 
incorporated in a Fortran program with boundary conditions imposed at a small 
value of the radial component, r  =  e, due to the singular nature of the linearized
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equations of motion at r  =  0 and a large value of the radial component, r — R. Then 
by using a shooting and matching method, whereby the equations are integrated out 
from r  =  e to a matching point, and integrated inwards from r  =  B to the matching 
point, the problem is reduced to one of finding a value of loop length which gives 
the determ inant of a m atrix as zero.
They studied two classes of equilibria, the constant-twist Gold-Hoyle field (Gold 
and Hoyle, 1960) and a variable twist field (Anzer, 1968). For equilibria close to 
force-free they found tha t increasing the poloidal wave number stabilizes the equi­
libria, so tha t the kink mode is the most unstable mode. As pressure gradients are 
increased from close to force-free equilibria, the localized mode (m oo) becomes
the most unstable mode with the kink mode the most stable. However, in the solar
context, the close to force-free results are relevant.
3.2  E q u ilib riu m
The m agnetostatic equilibrium
(V X B) X B =  pVp, (3.1a)
V * B  =  0 , (3.16)
written in coordinates for a cylindrically symmetric field
3
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(rB .) +  =  0, (3.2b)
“ â;: ('■^ ■•) +  " â 7  =  o> (3-2d)
where the equilibrium variables are functions of radial, r , and axial, z, coordinates. 
In order to satisfy equation (3.2d), set
where A is a magnetic flux function.
Then using expressions (3.3a) and (3.3b), equation (3.2b) is
which is satisfied by
Bo = ^ K ( A ) ,  (3.5)
where K  is an arbitrary function of the flux function, A.
Multiplying equation (3.2a) by B,- and adding equation (3.2c) multiplied by B^ gives 
the equation
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The left hand side of equation (3.6) is satisfied trivially by substituting expressions
(3.3a), (3.3b) and (3.5) for Br, Be and Bz. The right hand side of (3.6) is
( » )
which is satisfied by
p — p (A ), (3.8)
Substituting expressions (3.3a), (3.3b) and (3.5) for B,., Be and Bz in equations 
(3.2a) and (3.2c)
=  /‘T J â T -  (3-9)dr dz^ r dr dr \ r  dr J dA dr dA dr ’
1 aA^^A WA ^ / I  aA \ A:dA:aA dB^A1 -  ^  (3.10)dz dz^ r d z  dr \ r  dr J H dA dz dA dz  
Dividing equation (3.9) by d A /d r , or equation (3.10) by d A /d z  leads to the 2-D  
Grad-Shafranov equation (after multiplying by r^)
Browning and Hood (1989), and Lothian and Hood (1989) showed that the behaviour 
of the field for the main part of the loop with a specified twist profile is essentially 
independent of axial variations. Their analysis is valid for slender flux tubes where 
the radial length scale is small compared to the flux tube length. This can be 
observed from equation (3.11) where the ratio of the th ird to the first terms is of 
order where r  is a typical tube radius and X is a typical tube length. The
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axial dependence of the Grad-Shafranov equation will be ignored
since this will give good approximations over most of the loop. The main difference is 
confined to boundary layers at the ends of the loop. Using the 1-D form of the Grad- 
Shafranov equation (3.12), the central part of the loop is being considered. Cutting 
off the boundary layers at the ends of the loop by applying boundary conditions at 
the ends of the ‘straight’ part of the loop is a stabilizing effect and so any instability 
found using the 1-D  form of the Grad-Shafranov equation (3.12) will be unstable 
for the 2-D form of the Grad-Shafranov equation (3.11) with the boundary layers 
added.
The twist on each field line is given by
where the integral is taken along a field line (i.e. for constant values of the flux 
function, A).
If the aspect ratio of the loop is large (typically 10 for coronal loops) and excess 
amounts of twist are not absorbed by the boundary layers, then the twist can be 
approximated by
0. =  ^ ,  (3.14)
so tha t
K  (A) =  tB b = =  r ^ | ,  (3.15)
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and the Grad-Shafranov equation becomes (eliminating K )
dr^
1 d h g  +  (3.16)r  dr \  2L^
The unknown pressure dependence, P  (A), can be determined by using either an 
observed photospheric pressure distribution or conservation of entropy.
For adiabatic processes
P /p '’' =  constant, (3.17)
for a volume of plasma contained between two flux surfaces enclosing flux A and 
A +  SA. The volume of plasma between the flux surfaces A and A +  6A  is
f L / 2  tr{A -\-8A )SV = V ( A - L S A ) - V ( A )  = 27t /  rdrdz
J - L / 2  Jr{A)
/*Z//2 fA - i -S A  ip fA '{ -S A  fZ f/2
J - L / 2  L  J a  I - L / 2 W / ^ ’
where the z integral is taken at constant A. Lines of constant A give the projection
of magnetic fieldlines on the r — z  plane. From expression (3.5), rBg is constant
along fieldlines.
Since plasma cannot cross a flux surface
[p V ]^^^  =  p ^ d A  =  constant, (3.19)
and from expression (3.19), using (3.18)
2'ïïpSA /  =  constant, (3.20)J-L/2
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We define the pseudo-entropy, 5 , conserved for adiabatic processes, with SA  =  
constant since plasma cannot cross flux surfaces, from (3.17) and (3.20)
S { A )  =  f j , P { A ) I
In the 1-D case
2 0 4 )  =  puP(A) b :
ajid the Grad-Shafranov equation (3.16) becomes
r2$2 7 5  ( l d A \i  H  ----1—z— I  :— I f Adr"^ + dr
j S  f  1 d A \^   ^ dS f l d A \ ^
\ r  dr J dAL'^ \ r  dr )  ’
(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
By specifying the twist the pseudo-entropy P as a function of A, the length 
P, radial coordinate r, and taking 7  as 5/3, the value for an ideal monotonie gas, 
equation (3.23) was solved numerically to give equilibrium values for Bg, B^ and p 
tha t were then used in the linearized equations of motion.
3.3 L inearized  E q u ation s
The ideal linearized equations of motion are decomposed into directions radial, 
parallel and perpendicular to an equilibrium magnetic field in cylindrical geometry. 
Then using rigid-wall boundary conditions for loops and Fourier analysing in the 
poloidal and axial directions, an infinite set of equations of motion connecting the 
Fourier amplitudes are obtained. The boundary conditions couple the modes in the 
axial direction.
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Starting from an equilibrium magnetic field given by
B  — B e  (r) eg +  (r) (3.24)
and taking unit vectors parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field as
e|j =  (3.25a)
ex =  (3.25b)
as well as the unit vector in the radial direction e^.
Taking the perturbed Lagrangian displacement vector as
e ( r , i )  =  f ( r ) e ^  (3.26)
the linearized equation of motion is
=  - V p i  +  i  (V  X B) X Bi +  i  (V X B i) X B, (3.27a)P p
with
Pi =  ' Vpo -  7PoV • (3.276)
from the linearized adiabatic energy equation, and
]3i =  X (jf X I ) ) , (3.28)
from the linearized induction equation.
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After considerable manipulation, the components of the linearized equation of mo­
tion can be reduced to
r dr
+ +  (3.29a)
=  a '  [(ex - V )' +  (e,, - v ) ' ]  &  +  ex -
+  2 : ^  ^  +  ;«ex • V  (7 PV • 0 ,  (3.29b)
ppa^Cw =  pen • V (7pV • ( ) ,  (3.29c)
=  i | ; ( r « , )  +  e ,|-v $ || +  e x - v n .  (3.29d)
Fourier analysing the perturbations in the poloidal and axial directions
00 00
fr == jRe înm{r)exp{i [mB ^ m r ( 2 z l L - { - l ) ] ] , (3.30a)
9%=—oo m =—00 
00 00
( l —  Re  Y2 Cnm (r) exp {i [m9 +  nx {2zjL  -f 1)] -f zx /2} , (3.30b)
n= —(X) m =—00 
00 00
1^ ~  Y2 Y1  Pwm (r) exp {i [mO -f rnr (2^/L  -f 1)] 4- %x/2} , (3.30c)
n ~  — 00 771= —00
where n, m  are integers and phase factors have been chosen to make the r-dependent 
amplitudes real in the linearized equations of motion, since derivatives in the poloidal 
and axial directions introduce a phase factor of x /2  into the equations.
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Rigid-wall boundary conditions
^ =  0 , at z = —P / 2 , Zr/2 , (3.31)
imply
Vr,m  : (r) =  0 ,
n= —oo
oo
Vr, m : ^  Cnm (r) = 0,n=—OO 
oo
Vr , m;  n n m { r )  =  0,
(3.32a)
(3.326)
(3.32c)
and the modes are coupled in the axial direction but not in the poloidal direction. 
This means each value of m  can be treated separately.
Multiplying equations (3.29) by the appropriate exponential factor and integrating 
with respect to Ô and %
f 2 ir r L / 2/ / Aexp {—2 [md +  nx (2z /P  +  1)]}Jo J ~-~Ij  jU i dzdO
for (3.29a) and
J flir fL/2' /  Aexp { —i[mO A ut: { 2 z / L 1)] — iiv/2} dzdO
0 J - L / 2
f 2ir r L / 2/  I A e x p { —i[m0-\-n7r{2z/L-\- l )] — iTr/2}dzdOJo J —L/2
for (3.29b) and (3.29c) where A  represents any term  in the equations (3.29) gives
2 B B $ k r
Be 2 \ f -f Bz^Xr — [BgnCn]
Cn +  — A^n — PnCn j j  —0, (3.33a)
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Bgn (r&)' +  [pp<T  ^+  G -  B"Ax -
7PPgn
B 2 ~  APn -  PnCn =  0, (3.336)
IPPfn
B 2
B
L r (^^n) fnPn 9nCri = 0, (3.33c)
where the suffix m has been dropped, a dash denotes a derivative with respect to r, 
and
f n  =
9 n  =  
=
Xj' —
Ax =
All =
m 
r 
m  
r 
2nx
B q kfi B z ,
Bz kjiBff^
L  ’
p
L /2
—L /2
L /2
- L / 2
L /2
:
- I . / 2
(3.34a)
(3.34b)
(3.34c)
(3.34d)
(3.34e)
(3.34f)
The surface terms (3.34d), (3.34e), (3.34f) allow the constraints (3.32) to be applied 
by rewriting equations (3.33b), (3.33c) in terms of %  and and summing over all
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n. Rewriting (3.33b) and (3.33c) as
9n Ai
A n  I I +  B n  ( ^ C n ) ^  +  C n  ( ^ C n )  +  B n  I |  —  0 ,( J  \A x (3.35a)
where
An —
^9nfn \
^ 9 n f n  +  / n  +  (1  +  ^ )  P n  //  Ê ë fn
Bn =
Cn  =
T
0
~2BBekn
■ m IdBsB,
D n  =
(3.356) 
(3.35c) 
(3.35<i) 
(3.35e)
!3BeB, -  (B^ +  PBD  ' 
and premultiplying (3 .35a) by the inverse of An gives expressions for and Cn in
terms of C„, A|| and Ax. Summing over all values of n allows the constraints (3.32)
to be applied giving expressions for the Lagrange multipliers A|| and Ax in terms of
(r(n) and (r(n)'. Substituting these expressions hack into equation (3.35) gives 9/„
and Cn in term s of (r(n) and (rCn)'- The expressions for %  and Cn can be substituted
into equation (3.33a) to give an equation involving (rCn)', (rCn) and A,
(tP P  +  B ‘) (r C n )  -  ( B n $ n ) '  +  l < n ^ n  +  B ^ K  =  0 ,
(3.36a)
with
V n
=
Cn /
(3.366)
(3.36c)
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Kn = {0 (3.36d)
and we are left with an infinite set of coupled equations in the Fourier amplitudes 
Cn, n  =  0, ±1, ±2, • • •. By truncating to N  equations we can eliminate the Lagrange 
multiplier, A ,^ by subtracting the equation involving A,., (v^n ) from the remain­
ing TV — 1 equations and (rCiv) can be eliminated by using the boundary condition, 
from (3.32a)
N
=  (3.37)n= l
to give TV — 1 coupled equations in TV — 1 unknowns (r^n), n = 1,2, •••,TV—1 which 
can be written as
{uyy 4- vy  + Wy =  O, (3.38)
where y  =  r f  =  r  (Ci, 6 , ' Civ-i)^.
3 .4  M eth o d
A Bulirsch-Stoer variable step integration method was used to find solutions to 
equation (3.38). The idea is to generate linearly independent solutions to the equa­
tions so the required solution can be found as a linear combination of these solutions. 
Rewrite the TV — 1 second order equations as 2 (TV — 1) first order equations. A shoot 
and m atch method is used to generate solutions. The problem with integrating out
from an inner boundary, r  =  e is tha t one of the independent solutions grows while
the other decays so tha t eventually the contribution from the decaying solution is
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lost as its value approaches the order of the truncation errors in the numerical in­
tegration. The equations are integrated out from the inner boundary, r  =  e, to a 
matching point in order to restrict the ratio of the growing solution to tha t of the 
decaying solution. By specifying initial values for the eigenfunctions at an outer 
boundary, r  =  i?, the equations are integrated in to the matching point. Generating 
TV — 1 linearly independent solutions in this way, the eigenfunctions f  and d^/dr  are 
matched as a linear combination of the TV — 1 linearly independent solutions to give 
the required solution. This reduces to the determinant of a 2 (TV — 1) x 2 (TV — 1) 
m atrix is zero. As it requires several adjustments of the eigenvalue (e.g. loop length) 
in order to find the zero of the determ inant and the equations have to be integrated 
each time, it is obvious tha t increasing the number of modes, N, in the Fourier trun­
cated equations will have a large affect on the c.p.u. tim e required to find a solution. 
The eigenfunctions, ( ,  are singular at the origin, r  =  0, and so a false origin, r  =  e, 
is used for the inner boundary. A Frobenius expansion is used to find a relationship 
between (  and d^/dr  to first order. It is found tha t C oc for m >  1 and so
d^/dr  (m — l ) ( / r  (see Appendix B for derivation).
3.5 F ie ld  P rofiles
The first field profile investigated allows a check with the results found by Mikic, 
Schnack and Van Hoven(1990)
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0
S/L'^ — constant,
, A >  1
(3.39a)
(3.39b)
where 0  is the axial twist of the loop, L  is the loop length, Ag is a param eter 
measuring the amount of axial twist per unit length of the loop, A is a magnetic 
flux function and S  is the pseudo-entropy defined in section 2 .
The second field profile investigated is
Ag (1 — A) , A <  1
0 , A >  1
constant.
(3.40a)
(3.40b)
for which 2-D equilibrium properties have been investigated by Lothian and Hood 
(1989).
When the number of modes is 2 , an analytic solution can be found for the 
equations in the outer region which can be used directly in place of the integration 
step in order to check the accuracy of the numerical integration.
The twist, 0 , is zero in the outer region (A > 1) and using expression (3.14)
B e  =  0, (3.41)
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and from
it is required to take
1 dBzJ — ~ eg,p dr
Bz =  constant =  1,
(3.42)
(3.43)
in order tha t the current density is zero. 
From expression (3.22) with S  =  constant
pL^ = constant , (3.44)
The growth rate, cr, is zero as we are interested in the marginal loop length, equations 
(3.33a), (3.33b) and (3.33c) reduce to
Lr
+  Ar — (PnCn)  ^+  1 P \ ~  ~  f n P n  ~  QnCn
9n
r "b EfiCn Ax 'yP9n (^ Cn) fnPn 9nÇin
— All — fn  ^ (^Cn) fnPn 9nCr\
0, (3.45a)
0, (3A5b)
0, (3.45c)
with
n = 1,2
fn  — ,
(3.46a)
(3.46b)
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9 n
m
r (3.46c)
(3.46d)
Equations (3.45) with (3.46a) represent six equations and (3.46a) is used to 
eliminate the unknowns A||, Ax and reduce the problem to three equations in six 
unknowns, Ci, Ci, C2, Vi and rj2 . Then rigid wall boundary conditions
Cl +  C2 — 0 , 
Cl +  C2 =  0,
7?1 +  t?2 =  0 ,
(3.47a)
(3.476)
(3.47c)
are used to  reduce the system to three equations in three unknowns, Ci, Ci, Pi* 
Choosing k\ = — h., k2 = ko h = ?r/P
( l  +  7p) i(r C i) 'j  -  (^ 0 +  6  " î ^ ( l + 7 P )  0 C i )  - ip k o q 'i
(1 -f- 7p) rn?
r (^Ci)^ — (^0 +  Pi
m k o
0(3.48a)
0(3.48b)
0(3.48c)
From (3.48b) and (3.48c)
Cl =
m
(1 +  &  + (3.49a)
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korPi +  (^0 +  h^) r»
Substituting (3.49a) and (3.49b) in (3.48a) and simplifying
K i)%
77
(3.496)
with
( r & ) ' - 6  =  0 , (3.50a)
k l + (3.506)
The solution of (3.50) is
Cl =
/ + ^ ]
(3.51)
where Im are order modified Bessel functions. Expression (3.51) represents 
the analytic solution in the outer region ( A > 1) with two Fourier modes.
Selecting values for ko and P, the equations can be integrated out to the matching 
point. The values of Ci and d^i/dr  are used to calculate ai and «2 in (3.51). Then 
the value of i7, the outer radial boundary, which gives Ci =  0 is found. Using a 
shoot and m atch method taking this value of R  as the outer radial boundary, the 
marginal loop length is calculated by the numerical program and is equal to P.
In addition to the two numerically generated fields, three analytic field profiles 
were investigated.
The Gold-Hoyle constant twist field
Be 1 +  r 2  ’ (3.52a)
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X
P
2 ’
P o  + 1 - A 22 ( l + r ^ f ’
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(3.52b)
(3.52c)
Anzer field
Be
Bz
re - r / 2
P =  +  (2  +  2r -  r^) e ,
(3.53a)
(3.53b)
(3.53c)
and the field
Be =  r  11 - r ^
Bz =  A
P -  Po +  ^  (1
Be =  0 , B ,
 -  (  -  A^ ) fl +  -  (1 -  (1 -  4r^)
r  <  1
 z = X, P = cr + -  ( 1  — , r > 1
(3.54a)
(3.54b)
(3.54c)
(3.54d)
The last field profile is obtained by setting Be = f  (r) for some function /  (r) with 
/  (r) =  0 for r  =  0 and r  =  1 and the using the equilibrium equation
d
dr Ip - h ~  (Bg +  B^) r (3.55)
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to obtain an expression for p~h\B '^  in terms of the radial coordinate, r.
%
# / £  =
4 S tab ility  o f  line—tied  coronal loops
In this chapter, two numerically generated fields and three analytic fields will
be considered. By specifying the twist per unit loop length (0 /P )  and the pseudo­
entropy per unit length (5 /P '’'), the field components Bg, B^ and p, and their radial 
derivatives are calculated.
4.1 Loop P rofile  1
The first twist profile to be considered is
Ag (1 — A Ÿ  , A < 1 (4.1)
0 , A >  1
with
S/U^ — constant, (4.2)
where A is a fiux function, L  is the length of the loop, 7  is taken to be 5/ 3 , 0  is the 
twist of the loop, and Ag is a param eter specifying the axial twist per unit length of 
the loop, and S  is the pseudo-entropy. The boundary of the fiux tube surrounded 
by a uniform magnetic field in a uniform plasma is given by A =  1. The motivation 
behind this particular choice of twist profile is to compare with the results obtained 
by Mikic, Schnack and Van Hoven (1990).
A typical field profile as a function of the radial coordinate is shown in figure 4.1 
with Ag =  7T and S j =  0.1. The axial component of the magnetic field and the
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plasma pressure have m axima on the axis, fall to a minimum value within the flux 
tube and then increase in value out to the edge of the flux tube.
2.5-
2.0 -
1.0 -
0.5-
-  p0.0
0 1 2 3 4 5
Figure 4.1: Poloidal magnetic field Be (full line), axial magnetic field Bz (upper 
dashed line) and pressure profiles p (lower dashed line) as a function of the radial 
coordinate for the first field profile with axial twist per unit length, Ag =  tt, and 
pseudo-entropy per unit length, =  0 .1.
Outside the flux tube the axial magnetic field and plasma pressure are uniform. 
The poloidal component of the magnetic field increases from zero on the axis to a
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maximum value within the flux tube and then decreases to zero at the boundary 
of the flux tube. There is no component of the poloidal magnetic field outside the 
flux tube, given by A > 1 , which is expected from the zero twist in the twist profile
(4.1).
4.9 n
L
4.8“
4.7“
4.6
4.5“
4.4“
4.3
- 6 - 2- 4 0 2
Figure 4.2: Marginal loop length, L, as a function of the central wavenumber, ko with 
axial twist per unit length, Ag =  tt, pseudo-entropy per unit length, S/L'^ ~  0.005 
for 3, 5, 7 and 9 Fourier modes (in order of increasing dash length).
A finite number of Fourier modes is being used to approximate an infinite set of 
Fourier modes. In order to improve the convergence of the Fourier series, a central
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wavenumber is introduced. Using 2n +  1 Fourier modes, one mode is the central 
wavenumber, A?o, and the other 2n are chosen so tha t n modes lie on one side of the 
central wavenumber, and n modes on the other side
ki = ko 2'Ki/L, i =  drl, ±2, ±3, • • •, ± n  (4.3)
By varying the central wavenumber, ko, the marginal loop length for stability is 
found. The central wavenumber of interest is given by the smallest value of the 
marginal loop length as loop lengths greater than this smallest value are unsta­
ble. The marginal loop length for the m =  1 kink mode as a function of central 
wavenumber is shown in figure 4.2 for 3, 5, 7 and 9 modes with Ag =  w, S/L'^ = 0.005. 
Increasing the number of Fourier modes has the effect of increasing the number of 
oscillations in the figure as the most unstable modes will be included as sidebands 
for a greater range of central wavenumber values. Increasing the number of modes 
decreases the marginal loop length indicating that a finite number of Fourier modes 
gives an overestimate of the marginal loop length and hence an overestimate of 
stability. It is noted tha t the actual choice of central wavenumber becomes less 
im portant as n increases. In the limit as n —> oo there is no need for the central 
wavenumber ko.
A problem in the integration of the equations is their singular nature on the axis 
(r =  0). In order to get round this problem a false origin is selected at a small value 
of r. A Frobenius expansion of the Fourier truncated equations is performed in 
order to find the relation between the eigenfunction, and its radial derivative. A
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detailed derivation is performed in Appendix B. Figure 4.3 shows the marginal loop 
length as a function of the position of the false origin, with Ae =  tt, S/L"^ =  0.005 
and 5 Fourier modes. Moving the false origin away from the axis increases the 
marginal loop length calculated. This is expected since the twist is a maximum on 
the axis and decreases to zero at the flux tube boundary.
L
4.58-
4.56-
4.55-
4.54
0.0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
false origin
Figure 4.3: Marginal loop length, L, as a function of the position of the false 
origin with axial twist per unit length, Ae =  tt, pseudo-entropy per unit length, 
S/L'^ = 0.005 for 5 Fourier modes.
Moving the false origin away from the axis is equivalent to using a smaller value of
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axial twist which is a stabilizing effect. In the calculations a false origin of e =  10"^ 
was selected as it was found tha t taking values of e =  10~®, 10"^ and 10”  ^ give 
solutions which agree to the 6 significant figures calculated.
L
4.7-
4 .5-
4.3
2 3 41 5 6 7 8 9 10
R
Figure 4.4: Marginal loop length, L, as a function of the position of the outer radial 
boundary, R, with axial twist per unit length, Ag =  tt, pseudo-entropy per unit 
length, S/L'^ = 0.005 for 3, 5, 7 and 9 Fourier modes (in order of decreasing dash 
length).
An artificial numerical outer boundary where the eigenfunctions are set to zero 
will have the effect of stabilizing the equilibrium since an extra constraint has been
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imposed. The basic idea is to place the outer boundary sufficiently far from the axis 
in order tha t the marginal loop lengths calculated are unaffected by the boundary. 
Taking the outer boundary too far out has two main drawbacks, the first is the 
extra computational time required to integrate in to the matching point. The sec­
ond is tha t the ratio of the growing exponential component of the eigenfunction to 
the decaying exponential component of the eigenfunction increases and the numer­
ical errors generated ensure tha t smaller stepsizes have to be taken giving greater 
computational times or a breakdown of the numerical integration.
Figure 4.4 shows the marginal loop length, T, as a function of the position of the 
outer radial boundary, R, for Ag =  t t ,  S/L'^ —  0.005 for 3, 5, 7 and 9 Fourier modes. 
It was found that taking R  > 5.6 (% 4ro) gives no change in the results for the 
marginal loop length to 6 significant figures. To overcome the numerical integration 
difficulties, the outer boundary has been selected as shown in Table 4.1.
number of modes R
3 10.0
5 5.0
7 3.6
9 2.7
Table 4.1: Values of the outer radial boundary used for different numbers of Fourier 
modes in this chapter
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It was found tha t increasing the number of Fourier modes leads to an increase in 
the ratio of the growing exponential component to the decaying exponential com­
ponent of the eigenfunction. This results in the decaying exponential being ‘lost’ as 
it approaches the same order of magnitude as the truncation error of the numeri­
cal scheme for a smaller value of the radial component. This makes the numerical 
scheme an effective random number generator if the outer boundary, R, is chosen 
too large. It was found tha t for 9 Fourier modes, solutions could be obtained with 
an outer boundary of R  =  2.7 but for R >  2.8, the numerical scheme was giving 
random results. The results for 5 Fourier modes are accurate to 5 significant figures 
using an outer boundary of R =  5.0 rather than R >  5.6. Decreasing the radius 
of the outer boundary, R, is a stabilizing effect and values of marginal loop length 
obtained for 7 and 9 Fourier modes will be greater than the values tha t would be 
the case for R  >  5.6 required to compare with the results of Mikic, Schnack and 
Van Hoven (1990).
Figure 4.5 shows the axial twist Ac/tt as a function of the marginal loop length 
for the kink mode for 5, 7 and 9 Fourier modes in order to compare with the 
$  =  4 .87T, L  =  4ro, R  =  4ro result of Mikic, Schnack and Van Hoven (1990). Taking 
5/T'^ =  0.005 gives an untwisted value of the plasma beta, =  0.1, for a loop 
length of L =  4ro. The figure shows good agreement with the result obtained by 
Mikic, Schnack and Van Hoven (1990) shown by a cross in the figure, with the results 
tending to converge to their value as the number of Fourier modes is increased. The
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figure shows tha t as the loop length, L, is increased the critical twist in the loop, $ , 
is increased. As the loop length is increased, the critical twist per unit length, 
is decreased.
5.5-1
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Figure 4.5: Critical axial twist/Tr, Ac/tt, as a function of the loop length, L, with 
pseudo-entropy per unit length, S/L'^ = 0.005 for 5, 7 and 9 Fourier modes (in order 
of decreasing dash length). The cross represents the result of Mikic, Schnack and 
Van Hoven (1990) for comparison.
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Figure 4.6: Marginal loop length, L, as a function of central axial wavenumber, 
ko for m = l, 2 and 3 (in order of decreasing dash length) with axial twist per unit 
length, A e =  tt, and pseudo-entropy per unit length, S/L'^ =  0 .3 .
Figure 4.6 shows the marginal loop length as a function of the central wavenum­
ber with 5 Fourier modes, Ag =  tt, S/L'^ =  0.3 for the m =  1 kink mode together 
with the m =  2 and m =  3 modes. The central wavenumber giving the lowest 
value of marginal loop length is displaced in the negative direction as the poloidal 
wavenumber increases. To generate this figure takes a great deal of computing time. 
An approximate value for the central wavenumber, ko, has to be known as outside
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a small range of values for ko the loop length, L, tends to  infinity. There is also 
a problem in making sure that higher harmonic solutions have not been obtained 
by noting the sign of the m atrix determinant for values of L  smaller and larger 
than the marginal loop length solution values. Once a solution for L  given ko has 
been found the central wavenumber, ko, can be adjusted to find a nearby solution. 
Enough values of ko and L  have to be calculated in order tha t all the oscillations of 
the curve show up and trial values of the marginal loop length are sufficiently close 
to the marginal loop length to ensure convergence and prevent jumping to other 
harmonic solutions. The critical value of the loop length is given by the minimum 
value of L  obtained for each curve. Any value of loop length greater than this value 
will be unstable to modes with central wavenumber corresponding to the critical 
loop length. The figure was obtained for one value of the axial twist per unit length, 
Ae/T, and pseudo-entropy per unit length, S jL ^ . By changing the value of S/L'^ in 
figure 4.6 and noting the minimum L values, figure 4.7 was obtained. Each point 
on the curves is taken from the minimum of a set of points similar to tha t shown by 
figure 4.6 with S /L ^  = 0.3.
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Figure 4.7: Marginal loop length, L, as a function of the pseudo-entropy, 5 , with 
axial twist per unit length, Ag =  tt, for 5 Fourier modes with m = l, 2 and 3 (in order 
of decreasing dash length).
Figure 4.7 shows marginal loop length as a function of the pseudo-entropy, 5, 
with Ae =  7T and 5 Fourier modes for poloidal wavenumbers îu =  1, m =  2 and 
m =  3. For small values of 5 , near-force-free conditions, the m =  1 kink mode is the 
most unstable. As S  increases, plasma pressure and pressure gradients increase. All 
modes become more unstable and for high values of the pseudo-entropy, the m  — I 
kink mode is no longer the most unstable mode. This agrees with the results of De
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Bruyne and Hood (1992) for the case of the Gold-Hoyle uniform twist field and the 
Anzer field. However, it needs to be shown that this is still true as the number of 
Fourier modes is increased. Figure 4.8 shows that the reversal in the stability of the 
three modes holds also for 7 modes.
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Figure 4.8; Marginal loop length, L, as a function of the pseudo-entropy, S, with 
axial twist per unit length, Ag =  tt, for 7 Fourier modes with m = l ,2 and 3 (in order 
of decreasing dash length).
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4,2  Loop P rofile  2
The second twist profile to be considered is
Ag (1 — A) , A <  1
(4.4)
0 , A >  1
with
S/L'^ — constant, (4.5)
where A is a flux function, L is the length of the loop, 7  is taken to be 5/3, 0  is the 
twist of the loop, and Ag is a param eter specifying the axial twist per unit length of 
the loop, and S  is the pseudo-entropy.
Lothian and Hood (1989) considered this twist profile and looked at the effect 
of small twist on the equilibrium. They found that twisting the field caused a 
compression of the magnetic fieldlines within the flux tube and tha t most of the 
loop is essentially straight with the axial dependence occurring in a small boundary 
layer at the ends of the loop extending into the loop a distance of the order of the 
radius of the flux tube. Thus if the aspect ratio of the loop is taken to be large 
(typically 10 for coronal loops) most of the loop can be approximated by a one 
dimensional model which will give good agreement with the results obtained using 
a two dimensional model.
A typical field profile as a function of the radial coordinate with Ag =  tt, S /L ^  = 
0.1 is shown in figure 4.9. This is obtained using the 1-D equilibrium equation 
(3.12). The behaviour of the field is similar in shape to the first profile with the
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axial magnetic field and plasma pressure decreasing from maxim a to minima within 
the flux tube and then increasing to the boundary of the flux tube. Outside the 
flux tube the axial magnetic field and plasma pressure are constant. The poloidal 
magnetic field increases from zero on the axis to a maximum value within the flux 
tube and then decreases to zero at the boundary of the flux tube.
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Figure 4.9: Poloidal magnetic field B q (full line), axial magnetic field Bz (upper 
dashed line) and pressure profiles p (lower dashed line) as a function of the radial 
coordinate for the second field profile with axial twist per unit length, Ag =  tt, and 
pseudo-entropy per unit length, S /B ^  =  0 ,1.
Outside the flux tube the poloidal magnetic field is zero. The field components 
and their derivatives have greater values than the first profile shown in figure 4.1. As
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this happens for profile 1 if the axial twist per unit length, Ae, is increased which is 
a destabilizing effect, smaller values of the marginal loop length can be expected for 
profile 2 compared to profile 1 given the same values of axial twist per unit length, 
Ae, and pseudo-entropy per unit length, S /L ^ .
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Figure 4.10: Marginal loop length, L, as a function of the central wavenumber, ko 
with axial twist per unit length, Ag =  tt, pseudo-entropy per unit length, S/L'^ =  0.1 
for 3, 5, 7 and 9 Fourier modes (in order of increasing dash length).
The marginal loop length as a function of the central wavenumber, with 
Ae =  TT and S/L'^ =  0.1 is shown by figure 4.10 for 3, 5, 7 and 9 Fourier modes.
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As for the first profile, increasing the number of Fourier modes has the effect of 
increasing the number of oscillations in the figure as the most unstable modes become 
sidebands for a greater range of central wavenumber values. As the number of 
Fourier modes is increased, the marginal loop length is decreased. This is expected 
since the boundary conditions are used to connect the sum of the Fourier modes and 
the greater the number of Fourier modes the smaller is the restrictive effect of the 
boundary condition on each of the Fourier modes giving a smaller overestimate of 
stability. Comparing the curve for 3 Fourier modes for the second profile in figure
4.10 with figure 4.2 for the first profile, there appears to be an extra oscillation. This 
is not the case as the first profile has a smaller value of S/L'^ and so one sideband 
oscillation is not showing on the scale of figure 4.2.
The marginal loop length as a function of the radial position of the false origin 
is shown in figure 4.11 with Ae =  tt, S'/Z,'’' =  0.1 and 5 Fourier modes. The position 
of the false origin was chosen to be e =  10"^ as it was found tha t e =  10~^, e =  10”  ^
and e =  10“  ^ give the same value of marginal loop length to the 6 significant figures 
calculated. The overestimate of the marginal loop length as the false origin is moved 
away from the axis is expected as the influence of the twisted field within this radius 
is lost and within this region the twist is greatest as the twist falls from a maximum 
value on the axis to zero at the flux tube boundary.
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Figure 4,11: Marginal loop length, L, as a function of the position of the false origin 
with axial twist per unit length, Ae =  tt, pseudo-entropy per unit length, 8 / =  0.1 
for 5 Fourier modes.
The marginal loop length as a function of the position of the outer radial bound­
ary is shown in figure 4.12 with Ag =  tt, =  0.1, for 3, 5, 7 and 9 Fourier modes. 
The stabilizing effect of imposing an extra constraint by this artificial numerical 
boundary is reduced as the position of the outer boundary moves away from the 
axis. This is evident in figure 4.12 from the decrease in the marginal loop length as 
R  is increased.
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Figure 4.12: Marginal loop length, L, as a function of the position of the outer 
radial boundary, R, with axial twist per unit length, Ag =  tt, pseudo-entropy per 
unit length, S/L'^ =  0.1 for 3, 5, 7 and 9 Fourier modes (in order of decreasing dash 
length).
The axial twist, Ag/jr, as a function of the marginal loop length, T, with S/L"^ = 
0.1 for the kink mode with 5, 7 and 9 Fourier modes is shown in figure 4.13. For 
the same twist, increasing the number of Fourier modes increases the marginal loop 
length and stability of the system. This is not in contradiction with figures 4.7 and
4.10 where marginal loop lengths decrease with an increase in the number of Fourier
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modes since the axial twist per unit length is given by Xe/L — tt and so the axial 
twist, Ae, of the different Fourier mode curves in the figures is decreased with an 
increase in the number of Fourier modes and marginal loop length is increased for 
greater values of twist as shown by figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Critical axial twist/^r, Ac/tt as a function of the loop length, L, with 
pseudo-entropy per unit length, S /L ^  =  0.1 for 5, 7 and 9 Fourier modes (in order 
of decreasing dash length).
The marginal loop length, T, as a function of the central wavenumber, ^o, for 
5 Fourier modes, Ag =  tt and — 0.3 is shown in figure 4.14 for poloidal
wavenumbers m = l, 2 and 3. The same number of oscillations occur for each poloidal
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mode as would be expected since this is affected by the number of truncated Fourier 
modes used. The poloidal modes are displaced towards increasingly negative central 
axial wavenumbers as the poloidal wavenumber increases.
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Figure 4.14: Marginal loop length, L, as a function of central axial wavenumber, 
ko for m = l, 2 and 3 (in order of decreasing dash length) with axial twist per unit 
length, A e =  tt, and pseudo-entropy per unit length, S/L'^ = 0 .3 .
The marginal loop length, T, as a function of the pseudo-entropy, S, with A e =  tt 
and 5 Fourier modes is shown in figure 4.15 for the m =  1 kink mode and the m =  2 
and m =  3 modes. For small 5 , near-force-free conditions, the kink mode is the 
most unstable, and as S  is increased all three modes are destabilized by the greater
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plasma gradients. For large 5 , there is a reversal in the relative stability of the three 
modes in agreement with the earlier result of figure 4.7. As for the first profile, it 
needs to be shown tha t this is still true as the number of Fourier modes is increased.
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Figure 4.15; Marginal loop length, L, as a function of the pseudo-entropy, S, with 
axial twist per unit length, Ae =  tt, for 5 Fourier modes with m = l, 2 and 3 (in order 
of decreasing dash length).
4.3  A n a ly tic  profiles
Figures 4.16a, b, c show field profiles for axial and azimuthal magnetic fields and
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plasma pressures for the profiles given by, 
the Gold-Hoyle constant twist field
(4-6a)
Anzer field
Bg =  (4.7a)
JSz =  A l^ po +  ^2 -f 2r — e , (4.7b)
p =  2 (^ ~  [^0 4- (^ 2 -f 2r — e”’’j , (4.7c)
and the field
Be = r  ( l  — , (4.8a)
Bz =  A j^ l -f -  ( l  — ( l  — 4r^)j , r  <  1 (4.8b)
P =  Po +  ^ ( l - A ^ )  J l - f - i ( l - r ^ ) ^ ( l - 4 r ^ )  , (4.8c)
Be = 0, B z ~ \  P =  Po +  ^  ( l  — A^) , r  >  1 (4.8d)
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Figure 4.16a: Poloidal magnetic field Be (full line), axial magnetic field (upper 
dashed line) and plasma pressure profiles p (lower dashed line) as a function of the 
radial coordinate, r, for the Gold-Hoyle constant twist field with twist parameter, 
A =  0.7, and po =  0.
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Figure 4.16b: Poloidal magnetic field Be (full line), axial magnetic field (upper 
dashed line) and plasma pressure profiles p (lower dashed line) as a function of the 
radial coordinate, r, for the Anzer field with twist param eter, A =  0.7, and po =  0.15.
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Figure 4.16c: Poloidal magnetic field Be (full line), axial magnetic field (upper 
dashed line) and plasma pressure profiles p (lower dashed line) as a  function of the 
radial coordinate, r , for the third analytic field with twist param eter, A =  0.7, and
Po = 0.
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In each case an outer radial boundary of =  10 was taken, A =  0.7 and po = 0.0 
except for the Anzer held with po = 0.15 in order to ensure a real plasma pressure.
The Gold-Hoyle constant twist held, hgure 4.16a, extends to inhnity with the 
azimuthal magnetic held, Hg, increasing from zero on the axis to a maximum at 
r  =  1 and then monotonically increasing out to inhnity. The axial magnetic held 
and plasma pressure have m axima on the axis and decrease monotonically out to 
inhnity.
The Anzer held, hgure 4.16b, has the azimuthal magnetic held, Bg, increasing 
from zero on the axis to a maximum at r  =  2 then monotonically decreasing out 
to inhnity. The axial magnetic held and plasma pressure decrease in value from 
the axis out to r  =  4 and the increase out to inhnity with axial magnetic held, 
Bjg —> as r  —^ GO. The remaining prohle, hgure 4.16c, has a similar structure
to the numerically generated helds with the azimuthal magnetic held. Bo, increasing 
from zero on the axis to a maximum and then decreasing to zero at r  =  1. The axial 
magnetic held and plasma pressure decrease from m axima on the axis to minima 
and then increase to constant values for >  1.
Figures 4.17a, b, c show marginal loop length, X, as a function of the twist 
param eter. A, for the three analytic prohles (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8). The Gold-Hoyle 
hgure, 4.7a, shows results for m =  1,2,3, the Anzer hgure, 4.7b, for m =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5  
and the remaining hgure, 4.7c, for m =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5  and 10. For near-force-free 
conditions, A near unity, the smallest marginal loop length is given by the m =  1
,1
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kink mode showing the kink mode to  be the most unstable. Away from near-force- 
free conditions there is a reversal in the order of the marginal loop lengths of the 
stability modes indicating tha t as pressure effects become im portant, localized modes 
become the most unstable. All modes are more unstable away from near-force-free 
conditions. This is in agreement with the results of De Bruyne and Hood (1992) 
who investigated both the Gold-Hoyle and Anzer fields.
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Figure 4,17a: Marginal loop length, L, as a function of the twist param eter, A, for 
5 Fourier modes with m = l, 2 and 3 (in order of decreasing dash length) for the 
Gold-Hoyle constant twist field.
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Figure 4.17b: Marginal loop length, L, as a function of the twist param eter, A, for 
5 Fourier modes with m —1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 (in order of decreasing dash length) for 
the Anzer field.
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Figure 4.17c: Marginal loop length, L, as a function of the twist param eter, A, for 
5 Fourier modes with m = l, 2 ,3 ,4 .  5 and 10 (in order of decreasing dash length) 
for the third analytic field profile.
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4 .4  Free en erg y
As the coronal loop is twisted up magnetic energy is stored until the critical twist 
is reached at which point the loop is marginally stable and no extra energy can be 
stored without the loop becoming unstable and a flare occurring. The difference in 
the energy of the critically twisted loop and the untwisted loop is the free energy 
available to drive a solar flare and is given by
(C 7 ^)
= ( C + -  r "  " ' }  ■
with
g i v i n g ( r o  =  V ? )
(4 9)
^ p o t =  =  1, (4.10)
/ :  = r r ' * ' = i .  <*■■■)
Some values of the terms between the curly brackets in (4.9) are given in table 4.4 
Setting
Bo — 500 Gauss, (4.12a)
r — 300 km =  3 x 10  ^ cm, (4.126)
gives for the first line of data in table 4.4
free energy =  2TrLBla^ j  (free)
Stability o f line-tied coronal loops 
=  (3.14) (3 X 10?y (500%) (0.250) ergs
=  1.7 X 10^  ^ Joules,
111
(413)
which is at the lower end of the energy required for a compact flare. The results will 
be modified by aspect ratios more typical of the solar corona (e.g. 10) rather than 
the value 4.47/\/2  in this example by increasing the free energy available to drive 
the solar flare.
L free
profile 1 TT 0.005 4.47 0.250
TT 0.1 4.30 0.254
profile 2 TT 0.01 3.733 0.557
7T 0.1 3.64 0.568
Table 4.2; Normalized values of free energy available for solar flare.
4.5  S u m m ary
In chapters 3 and 4 the stability of coronal loops to kink modes transformed into 
localized modes by increasing the poloidal wavenumber, m, has been investigated. 
Two numerically generated field profiles with twist, 0 , and pseudo-entropy, 5 , spec­
ified as functions of a flux function, v4, were investigated as well as three analytic 
profiles. The first numerical profile provides a comparison with the results of Mikic,
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Schnack and Van Hoven (1990). The second numerical profile had its equilibrium 
properties investigated by Lothian and Hood (1989). Stability of Gold-Hoyle con­
stant twist and Anzer fields have been investigated by De Bruyne and Hood (1992) 
and provide checks with the results obtained here. Fourier truncated equations of 
motion with rigid-wall boundary conditions were derived and then incorporated into 
a Fortran program. Due to the singular nature of the equations on the axis, r  =  0, 
it was necessary to take radial boundaries at a small value of radius, r = e, and also 
at a large radius, r = R, The outer radial boundary, R, has to be small enough in 
order tha t truncation errors are not significant and computing c.p.u. tim e is practi­
cal, but large enough tha t the stabilizing effect of imposing an extra constraint does 
not significantly alter the results. A Bulirsch-Stoer variable step shoot and match 
method was used to solve the equations. A Bulirsch-Stoer variable step method al­
ters the integration stepsize in order to overcome the difficulties of having large and 
small gradients in terms of accuracy and time considerations. A shoot and match 
method integrates out from an inner radial boundary, r  =  e, and integrates in from 
an outer radial boundary, r  =  i?, to a matching point. Then, by finding a linear 
combination of the different Fourier mode eigenfunction solutions, the problem is 
reduced to finding an eigenvalue which gives the determ inant of a m atrix as zero. 
Two guesses of the eigenvalue which give opposite signs of the m atrix determinant 
indicate tha t a solution to the equations is given by an eigenvalue lying between the 
two guesses. Care has to be taken tha t the eigenvalue obtained is the one of interest
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to the problem under consideration, in this case the smallest positive eigenvalue foi- 
marginal loop length and not a higher harmonic. Also two guesses with the same 
sign of m atrix determ inant does not necessarily mean th a t no solution to the equa­
tions exists between the two guesses but instead there could be two (or any even 
number) of solutions between the guesses.
The two numerically generated field profiles were considered in detail. Their 
respective field profiles, similar in shape, are shown in figures 4.1 and 4.9. By using 
a finite number of Fourier modes to approximate the infinite set of Fourier modes, 
it is necessary to introduce a central wavenumber, kg. By choosing a value of ko 
the equations are solved to find a marginal loop length, L. This is shown by figures 
4.2 and 4.10. The oscillations in the figures are caused by the most unstable modes 
being included as sidebands dependent on the number of Fourier modes selected. 
The marginal loop length of interest is the smallest value of L  obtained since lengths 
greater than this value are unstable. The effect of the value of the false origin, r  =  e, 
is shown by figures 4.3 and 4.11 in order to justify the choice of e =  10“  ^ by showing 
tha t it has a negligible effect on the results. The effect of the position of the outer 
radial boundary, r = R / is  shown by figures 4.4 and 4.12. It was found tha t for 7 and 
9 Fourier modes as well as increasing c.p.u. time compared to  5 Fourier modes, the 
outer radial boundary could not be taken far enough out in order not to significantly 
alter the eigenvalues obtained by solving the Fourier truncated equations. For this 
reason most of the analysis in chapter 4 is based on 5 Fourier modes. The critical
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axial twist as a function of the loop length is shown by figures 4.5 and 4.13. Figure 4.5 
shows a cross representing a result found by Mikic, Schnack and Van Hoven (1990) 
showing agreement with the Fourier truncated method used here. The marginal loop 
length, L, as a function of the central axial wavenumber, ko, for different poloidal 
wavenumber, m, values is shown by figures 4.6 and 4.14. The figures show that as 
m increases, the central axial wavenumber, ko, giving the smallest marginal loop 
length, L, is displaced in the negative direction. Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.15 show 
marginal loop length, L, as a function of the pseudo-entropy, S, and show that for 
near-force-free conditions the m  — 1 kink mode is the most unstable but tha t away 
from near-force-free conditions, there is a reversal in the importance of the modes 
with localized, pressure driven, modes as the most unstable. It has still to be shown 
tha t this holds in general and is not an artifact of selecting a small number of Fourier 
modes. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show that the result holds for 5 and 7 Fourier modes.
Three analytic field profiles were investigated, the Gold-Hoyle constant twist 
and Anzer fields extend to infinity and a third profile similar in outline to the two 
numerically generated field profiles. Again it has been found that kink modes are 
the most unstable for near-force-free conditions and localized modes are the most 
unstable when pressure effects are im portant.
For coronal loops with a small plasma (3, it is expected th a t the near-force-free 
results are the most relevant with the m =  1 kink mode as the most unstable mode. 
For a prominence inside a flux tube, the magnetic field is larger but plasma pressure
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similar to coronal values giving a small plasma indicating tha t kink modes are 
likely to be the most unstable mode in the flux tube surrounding the prominence.
5 S tab ility  o f  coronal arcades
5.1 In tro d u ctio n
In this chapter, the technique for investigating the stability of arcades using 
Fourier truncated equations of motion with rigid-wall line-tying boundary conditions 
will be developed. A small r Frobenius expansion will be used to obtain a relation 
between the eigenfunctions and their derivatives, in order to start the numerical 
solution of the equations. An alternative finite difference scheme derivation will also 
be derived. The Bulirsch-Stoer shoot and m atch m ethod described in Chapters 3 
and 4 can then be used to solve the equations.
Barnes and Sturrock (1972) proposed that a potential field structure is distorted 
by photospheric motions leading to a non-potential field. Energy stored in the 
magnetic field structure will eventually exceed the energy of an open field structure 
and so the magnetic field structure must be unstable or metastable. Low (1977) 
and Birn, Goldstein and Schindler (1978) modelled an arcade in terms of a fiux 
function with the magnetic field along the axis and plasma pressure prescribed. 
Low found tha t a catastrophe point exists for a critical value of a param eter, say 
Xcriti such tha t no neighbouring equilibria exists for A > Xcrit- For A <  A##, 
there were two solutions, dockers (1978) proposed tha t the footpoint displacement 
should be prescribed rather than the component of the magnetic field along the
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axis. Finn and Chen (1990) argued that the entropy should be specified rather 
than the pressure, dockers (1978) and Finn and Chen (1990) found no loss of 
equilibrium or catastrophe point. Melville, Hood and Priest (1983, 1984) extended 
the results of Low (1977) and Birn, Goldstein and Schindler (1978) to include the 
effects of gravity. Catastrophe points were found if the pressure exceeds a critical 
value. Cargill, Hood and Migliuolo (1986) looked at ideal MHD stability of coronal 
arcades for sheared equilibrium fields. They were unable to find unstable solutions 
to the three sample force-free equilibrium fields used. For non-force-free fields they 
found shear to be a stabilizing infiuence. An, Suess and Wu (1988), Schindler, Birn 
and Janicke (1983), Galindo-Trejo (1987) and Hu (1988) have all investigated the 
stability of two-dimensional arcades. Zweibel (1981), Bogdan (1985) and Melville, 
Hood and Priest (1986, 1987) have investigated the stability of sheaiiess coronal 
fields.
Rigid-wall line-tying conditions for arcades are given by
7T0 =  ± — 1 =  0 .
Taking Fourier series expansions of the form
Cr = i m { r ) e x p \ i  m ( 0 - j r ~ j - \ r k z  I ,
m even   ^ ^ ^
U -  Cm (r) exp I i m h - j r ^ j A k z
m  even  v L \  ^ /
1^1=  Vm{ r ) e x p l i  m U ^ ^ \ ^ - k z
m .  v L  \  ^  /  J  ^  )
(5.1)
(5.2a)
(5.26)
(5.2c)
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where expansions are taken in the poloidal direction between ±7r/2 with period tt, 
thus ruling out the odd values of m  in the summations in order tha t the periods of 
the Fourier terms are 27T. Periodicity in the axial direction of the order of a coronal 
arcade lengthscale, k ~2Tr/L  (typically 6 x 10'^  km), has been assumed.
The boundary conditions (5.1) imply
(r) =  0, (5.3o)
Cm (r) =  0, (5.36)
m even
^m (^) =  0, (5.3c)
m  even
Starting with equations (3.29a), (3.29b) and (3.29c) and integrating all terms by the
appropriate exponential factor
J j  A exp 2 m  kz  |  dO^ (5.4a)
for (3.29a), and
J j  Aexp i l^ m (^ 6 d- + kz  — dO^ (5.46)
for (3.29b) and (3.29c), gives the equations
Cmr  I A )  + f l  +  lipcr‘ 4- [(1 4- /?) BgmCm]'
+  W B / m P m ] '  4  — Cm H f 'A r  =  0 ,r (5.5a)
( / m  +  ( 1  +  Cm — ( 1  +  / ) )  — ^  (rC m )^ ~   ----- ^ ^ C
/ 2BBek
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^  Xj_ ~  ~~~^--- A|| =  0,
( f^m +  Vm------- ---- (rCmY +  ImPrnCm ~  - ^ A ||-------^ A j .  =  0,
where a dash denotes a derivative with respect to r, and
m
/ m  =  — B e  +  k B z ,r
9 m  — B z  k B e ^  r
k = 27T
A. =  i
7T
A I =  —
7T
1^1 =  -
ô u
A
- ^ e x p { - i [ m ( e  +  | ) + f c . ] }  
exp |- - z  j^ m
7t/ 2
- 7 t/ 2
2 * 1
7t/ 2
2 J - n / 2
. T T l ' n / 2
* 2 j —n /2
Rewrite (5.5b) and (5.5c) as
/  9m
+  (rCm) +  C m  (^Cm) +  I — 0,
V Cm )  V A_[
where
A-m, —
( (^9mfn
\  /3gmfm pp(T^ A / 3 ) g l J
!  PBfm
Bm. —
Cr
il+P)Bg 
r
0 \
- 2 B B q k  
~ 2 /
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(5.56)
(5.5c)
(5.6a)
(5.66)
(5.6c)
(5.6d)
(5.6e)
(5.6/)
(5.7)
(5.8a)
(5.86)
(5.8c)
(5.8d)
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^  (5.8e)
and premultiplying (5.7) by the inverse of gives expressions for pm and Cm 
in terms of Cm, Ay and Ax, Summing over all values of m  allows the constraints (5.3) 
to be applied giving expressions for the Lagrange multipliers Ay and Ax in terms 
of (rCm) and (rCm)'- Substituting these expressions back into equation (5.7) gives 
pm and Cm in terms of (rCm) and (rCm)^ The expressions for r)m and Cm can be
substituted into equation (5.5a) to give an equation involving (rCm)% (rCm) and Xr
(5.9)
where
jsrm == (/3a /,n  , (1 4- Ham) (S.Kk,)
9r
(5.10c)
VC. ■
giving an infinite set of coupled equations in the Fourier amplitudes Cm, =  
±2 , ±4, •••. By truncating to N  equations we can eliminate the Lagrange m ulti­
plier, Xr, by subtracting the equation involving A^ , (rC2N) from the remaining 
N  — 1 equations and (rCzTv) can be eliminated by using the boundary condition, 
from (5.3a)
m—2N
Cm==0 m =2n, n integer, (5.11)
m—2
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to give jV — 1 coupled equations in Æ — 1 unknowns tu — 2,4, • • •, 2N  — 2
which can be written as
{ U y y - b V y '  + W y := 0 ,  (5.12)
where y  =  r f  =  r  ((g, ^4, 6 ^ - 2)^.
The small r  radial boundary conditions are derived in Appendix C from equations 
(3.5) and (3.6) in Hood (1983). A simpler form for the boundary conditions can be 
obtained using a finite difference scheme. Rewrite equation (5.12) as
C/y" +  iU' - \-V )y '  + W y  = 0, (5.13)
In order to start the integration at r  =  e, a relationship between y ' (r =  e) and 
y  (r =  e) has to be known. Consider
Yo ^  y  (^ — 0 ) — 0 , (5.14a)
Yj «  y  (r =  e ) , (5.146)
Y2 Y (f =  2e), (5.14c)
Ut = U {r = e ) , (5 .1 4 4
V, = V { r  = e), (5.14c)
U[ = U'{r = e), (5.14/)
Wi = W ( r  = e), (5 .1 4 4
then equation (5.13) is
— -  +  {Ui + Vi) +  W iy, == 0, (5.15)
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g i v i n g
where
Y2 =  ^Y i, (5.16)
t/i -f 2 ((/( +  14)j [2f/i — e^Wij , (5.IT)
and so the starting conditions at r  =  e are
y  =  Yi, (5.18a)
A central azimuthal wavenumber, mo, is introduced ( by analogy to the central 
axial wavenumber, ko, for loops). The largest Fourier amplitudes are likely to have 
the greatest effect on the marginal stability bounds, and by introducing a central 
azimuthal wavenumber, mo, with sidebands, mo ±  m, to represent the other Fourier 
modes used in the truncation, the most unstable set of Fourier modes can be found 
to give the approximation for the stability of the system. After carrying out the 
necessary modifications to the computer program used for the loop equations in 
order to obtain a program to solve for the arcade equations, I am unable to find 
marginal stability bounds so far. Arcades are normally more stable than loops and it 
may be tha t the wrong param eter region has been investigated. A wider parameter 
search must be performed but this is left for future work.
6 D iscu ssion
The form of the boundary conditions at the coronal/ photospheric interface has been 
investigated. This has been the subject of controversy (see Hood, 1986) with two 
m ain ideas suggested
(1) rigid-wall conditions, where all flows are zero at the coronal/ photospheric bound­
ary.
(2) flow-through conditions, where flows are allowed across the boundary parallel to 
the magnetic field provided tha t energy is conserved.
The large value of the photospheric/ coronal density ratio of 10® seems to  suggest 
tha t coronal disturbances propagating to the photospheric boundary would have all 
components disappearing at the boundary to a high order, in agreement with the 
rigid-wall conditions. The flow-through conditions require tha t one end of the loop 
‘knows’ what is happening at the other end simultaneously and it is unlikely that 
the photosphere can respond so quickly to coronal perturbations.
In order to make the problem tractable, a ballooning approach has been used to 
give perturbations with short wavelength across the field and long wavelengths along 
the field in order to reduce the equations to ordinary differential equations along the 
field. Results obtained are only valid for localized ballooning modes. Ideal and 
resistive MHD equations are used with a shearless example equilibrium field since 
results for ideal MHD using this field are already known (Hood, 1986). In the 
uniform density limit with the poloidal wavenumber, m, taking integer values, two
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instabilities exist, the sausage, m =  0, mode and kink, m =  1, mode. As the density 
ratio increases, both growth rates decrease with the smaller of the two tending to zero 
(with pcr  ^ % constant for ideal modes) as the density ratio tends to infinity giving 
at most one unstable solution at the infinite density limit. The infinite density limit 
ideal unstable mode evolves with p(cr — (TooŸ  ^  constant for large density p. W ith 
resistivity included, the unstable mode tending to marginal stability as p —> co has 
pa py constant for large density p, whereas the solution which remains unstable at 
the infinity density limit lies between p {a ~  ctqo)^  % constant and p (a — a^oŸ ^  
constant depending on the value of radius r  and resistivity param eter i]n^.
The stability of coronal loops to kink modes transformed into localized modes 
by increasing the poloidal wavenumber, m, was investigated using two numerically 
generated field profiles and three analytic field profiles. It was found tha t for near 
force-free equilibria, kink modes are the most unstable with localized modes the 
most stable. As pressure gradients become im portant there is a reversal in the order 
with localized modes the most unstable and kink modes the most stable. All modes 
are destabilized by increasing pressure gradients. Future work involves studying the 
stability of coronal arcades in detail.
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Appendix A
Derivation of Resistive Ballooning Equations for Chapter 
2
The MHD equations are given by,
Force balance
Dv
=  - V p  +  j  X B ,  ( A . l )
Continuity equation
Momentum equation
Divergence equation
Energy equation
D t
dp +  V • (pv)  =  0, (A.2)
^  =  V X (v X B)  + (A.3)
V • B =  0 ( A A )
make the assumption tha t all perturbed variables vary as
Take small perturbations about equilibrium in cylindrical geometry
p - p o  (r) +  Pi (r, 6>, z ) , (A.6a)
B =  (0, B e  (r) , 0) +  Bj  (r, 0, z ) , ( A M )
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V =  0 +  Vi ( r ,^ ,2r), (A.6c)
p = Po (n  +  Pi (r, 6, z ) , (A.6d)
ppH— =  force balance equation, (A.6e)
the linearized equations, from (A .l) to  (A.5) are
PqO"Vi =  —Vpi H—  (V X B i) X Bo H—  (V x Bq) x  B i ,  (A.7)p p
apt +  V. (povi) =  0, (A.8)
(tBi =  V X (vi X Bo) +  pV ^Bi, (A.9)
V .B i =  0, (A .10)
apt +  Vi.Vpo =  ((zpi +  Vi.Vpo) +  2 (7  — 1) ijjq. (V  x B i ) . (A.11)Po
Substituting equation (A.8) into (A .11) gives
o-pi +  Vi.Vpo =  - 7 P0V.V1 +  2 (7 - 1) pjo- (V X B i ) , (A .12)
The equations written in cylindrical form are
ppav^r =  {pin +  BsBu)  +  (A.14)
ppavto =  ( m )  +  ^ (rB g)%  (A.15)r
ppavtz ~  (ppi +  BgBte) +  , (A. 16)
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aBi, Be dv I r 1 d f  d B t r \  1 d^Bir d^Btr 2 dBte  B lrr  dr  \  dr j  r^ d0‘^ ^  dz"  ^ dO
aBie — —Be d v u  ■“5 7  +  r â ; + ( ^ - B e ' ) v , r  + n
2 d B Ir
(Æ17)
B\e
<rB„ =  — ^ + 7 7 V “B u ,r do
apt +  virp' +  7p
r  ^
(Æ18)
(A.19)
r  dO pr^ dr 0.
+  « 1 ./  +  +  (™iO +  =  0.
eliminating (rui^) between equations (A .18) and (A.20) gives
'fpaBte =  Beapt +  +  (Sep' +  ^  -  Be'^ vtrApBe S/^Bte + r2 QQIr
(A.20)
(A.21)
Big
(A.22)
Assume all variables are like f  (9) e^ ”'('S^ (.)+^ ) ^  n >> 1, and take =  1 +  (5")^, then, 
O (n^) terms,
from (A .17), the second and fourth terms of the r.h.s
pvFk'^Btr =  0 ( 1 ) , (A.23)
from (A. 18), the fifth term  of the r.h.s. to match to the first term
pn^k^Bte =  O ( n ) , (A.24)
from (A. 19), the second term  of the r.h.s
p y iV B i, =  0 ( l ) , (A.25)
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O (n) terms,
from (A.13), the first and third terms of the r.h.s.
n [ M B i r  +  Bi,] =  0 ( l ) ,  (A.26)
from (A. 14) or (A. 16), the first two terms of the r.h.s
n [ppi +  BeBie] =  O (1), (A.27)
from (A.21), the fourth and fifth terms
n [(5^ vir +  vu] =  0 ( 1 ) ,  (A.28)
from (A. 18), the first and fifth terms of the r.h.s.
Bgin [(5') uir +  Viz] +  pri^k'^Bio =  O (1), (A.29)
or, using (A.28), (A.29) or (A.24) is
pn^k'^Bie =  0 ( 1 ) ,  (A.30)
So far, there are 3 equations linking the 8 perturbed quantities Bir, Bio, B u ,  vir, 
uig, Pi and pi, namely equations (A.26), (A.27), and (A.28), and so we need to 
take the equations to the next order.
0 ( 1 )  equations are, 
from (A. 13)
i n [ {S ' ) Bu  + B ,,] + ^  + ^  = 0, (A 31)
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from (A. 14)
from (A.15)
from (A.16)
from (A.17)
from (A. 19)
from (A.22)
ppavio -  ^
ppaviz =  - i n  {ppi +  BeBie) +  (A.34)
aBir -  ~  grFk'^Bir +  O , (A.35)
o-Biz -  - p n ^ k ' ^ B u F O  , (A.36)
'y p a  Bio — Boapi  H +  (^Bgp' +  -  'JpBe'^ vir
-pn^k'^'ypBio +  O , (A.37)
Equations (A.31) to (A.37) represent 7 equations in the 7 perturbed quantities Bir, 
Bio, Biz, Vir, viQ, Viz and p%.
From equation (A.21), a relation for pi is
C^’pl +  p 'v ir  +  +  P'^ '^  [ I^z +  (5'O^lr) +  ^Vir  +  ~  (A.38)
Eliminate —inS '(pp i  +  BoBig) between equations (A.32) and (A.34)
ppav,,  =  pp^S 'v^. -  (4.39)r dO r dO r
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using equations (A.26) and (A.28) to eliminate Biz, viz, equations (A.35) and (A.36)
are equivalent, and equation (A.39) becomes
r ad r
The formal equations are (A.27), (A.33), (A.35), (A.37) and (A.40), in the five 
perturbed variables, uig, Bir, Bio, Pi and using (A.27) to eliminate Bio and the 
force balance equation
pp' +  +  —  =  0dr r
to  tidy up equations (A.33) and (A.37) by eliminating the Bo' term , gives
=  - f  ÿ  M-41)
a Bir =  -  vn^k^Bir, (A.42)
-  ( j p p  +  Bo^) crpi =  — + IPPP^ vir + prFk'^lPPPi,
(/L43)
ppak'^vir =  +  — pi, (A.44)r da r
eliminating Pi from equation (A.41) using (A.43)
\{lPP  +  <7 +  pn^Ar^ 7 pp] rpavio
+ {iP P  +  Bg^) p' + dVir (A.45)
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use equation (A.42) to eliminate B\r from (A.45)
(a  +  _j_ ^^2^2  ^ [(jpp  +  Bg^) a +  prFk'^yppj rpcrvio
2Be^yp {cr +  pn'^k^)+ +  pn^k^p'Bg^ dvir~dë 0 , (A.46)
eliminating Pi from equation (A.44) using (A.43)
\ { l P P  +  B g^) a  +  pn^A:^7pp]
Bg^p' +  +  ippp '
eliminate from equation (A.47) using (A.42)
[ { i P P  +  B g^) a  +  pn^A ;^7pp] -  (cr +  B g ^ 7 p
-  (cr +  p r F k ^ ^  (7 P P  +  B g^) ^  ^  +  rD g
Ul, (A.47)
duig
V
+ 2Bg^7P +  r'yppp’ +  
The coupled system
, prFk^'ypppcrr'^k'^ Vir = 0, (A.48)
(A.49a)
(.4.496)
can be m anipulated to  give
rtî^ î? d^îîA D - ^  +  {A F  — +  (7Z )^ +  C f  u =  0, (/1.50)
where v can be replaced by v. or vg.
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Comparing with equations (A.46) and (A.48) we have
A  = (a  ~ T ^ 5
2Be^yp (cr +  rjri'^P)B +  prFk’^p'Be^
C =  — (cr +  prFk^^ [{iPP +  cr +  ijn^k'^jpp^ rpa, 
D  =  [{pfpp +  Bg^) cr +  grFk'^'Yppj ,
D =  — (cr +  prFk"^^ Bg^jp,
F  = ~ ( a  A prFk^^ (^pp  +  Dg^) ^ ^ +  rBgV
, prFk'^ypppar'^k'^+ 2Dg 7p +  ryppp  +
and equation (A.50) is ( dividing through by AD)
dJv pr
dO^  k'^Be'^ (cr +  prFk'^^ 2rpcrfc  ^+  — -  -  +  2pypp
d^v
I F
+ 2 B e  7 P  +  r-yixpp  +, rjn^k'^'ipppcTr^k'
writing va  ^ = Bg^Ipp, =  'ypfp, then equation (A.52) becomes
(A.51a)
(A.516)
(A.51c)
(A.51rf)
(A.51e)
(A .51/)
(A.52)
d'^v
VA^ k"  ^
„2
U  +  2r&: +  ^  (Inp)' ^ '  Cs^  7
(Pv
c.^VA^k'^ +  »/n"*V) ( c /  +  U j:) ^  (Inp)')
A ^ va^Cs  ^a  prPk'^r^k'^Cs^cY] u =  0, (A.53)
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Taking v of the form =  0 gives
77?/ + 2 r k V  + M  (inpy1 m
Cs^VA'^k^
or, alternatively
(cs  ^+ va )^ ( A (/7?p)'j + =  0, (A.54a)
J— 4  (c.^ +  VA^) 0-“ +Cs^VA VA^ k"^
Am"
2A;2 +  77?^  +  4 +  ^  ( c /  +  va"^ ) {Inp)'
9 r r   ^m" +  fnr (/7%p)''yvA^k'^ = 0,
in terms of <7^
- E  A  V E ^  -  F
2r2&2 {cs^ +  va "^ )
where
(A.546)
(A.55a)
E  — VA  ^ ( 2 c /  +  va "^ ) m^k"^ +  4a44^ c / +  2 r c /  ( c /  +  {Inp)', (A.556)
F  =  AnFk'^Cs'^VA^ (cg^ + 9 r r  ^nFk'^VA^ H (/7?p)^ (A.55c)
This shows tha t pressure gradient is driving the instability since all other terms in 
E  and F  are positive definite.
Using the equilibrium quantities from Hood (1986)
Bo = Bor
p p
1 +  r^ ’
Bo" 1 
2 (l +  r ^ f
, B o H -2 r )
(A.56a)
(A.566)
(A.56c)
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Bo^p-P = (1 +  r f
7 =  1,
&"==!
gives the fourth order equation in Vr or ve 
_4r2
dJv
d F(1 + ',.2) +  2 ( l  +  A  p 'f :  +  2>7nVV 
^ — 2^ ) +  ( l  +  2 / )  +  r]rFp*cr ( a  +  p 'nF j p*(TV =  0+
the coupled ballooning equations are
(cr +  T/n") ^ 7 ^  +  2 <7 + rjrF (1 — r^) dVr~dë
(c7 +  gnFj [( l +  2r") cr +  pn"] p*ave — 0,
[( l +  2r") cr +  pn"]
(c7 +  r}nFj -r~ ~ 2  +  ( l  +  p*<j" +  r/rFp^a Vr — 0 ,
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(A.56d)
(A.56e)
(A .56/)
(A.67)
(A.68a)
(A.586)1 ^2
The previous equations have been derived using the assumption that the second 
order derivative with respect to the poloidal angle, 9, of the perturbed magnetic 
field is small compared to in equations (A .17), (A.18) and (A .19). If we drop this 
assumption, then equations (A.41), (A.42), (A.43) and (A.44) are transformed to
P dpi PP' Dpp<TV,0 -  -  — S i.,
a  B i r  = B e  d v i r  2 » 2 T-» 9  d ^ B i rr do dO"^
(A.59)
(A.60)
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(7 PP +  Dg") crpi =  — +  ^Bg"p' +  —-^ -- +  7 /^ p /j ^ir
Agn^k^JPPPi +  - ^ 7 P P ^ ^ ,  (A.61)
2 Bg/?  ^dBir , 2pppak vir =  — -----^  +  — Pi, (A.62)
To reduce equations (A.59), (A.60), (A.61) and (A.62) to two coupled ordinary 
differential equations in v\r and uig, two equations have to be obtained, one involving 
J5ir or one of its derivatives as an expression of nir,uig or some of their derivatives, 
and the other with pi or one of its derivatives as an expression of ui^jUig or some 
of their derivatives. This is in order that pi and B\r can be eliminated from (A.59) 
and (A.62) to give the coupled ordinary differential equations.
Combining (A.60) and the ^-derivative of (A.62)
Combining (A.59) and (A.63)
and B\r is in a suitable form to be eliminated.
Combining (A.61) and the ^-derivative of (A.59)
-  ! ( , „ + a - ) , +
+  +  (A.65)
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Combining (A.62) and (A.65)
(7 /ip +  Dg") a  + Bg"7p pjpppcrX dvie
+  , 5 . V  +  ^  +  7 P P p ' - ^ 2 ^ g f > , „ , , ,  
and Pi is in a suitable form to be eliminated.
Substituting Bi^, pi from (A.64) and (A.66) into (A.59) and rearranging
(A.66)
7P a  +  +2,,2 j_ 2qPP' rBg^k'‘
2 \
A 2Bg"7p(cr +  pn'^k^) A  pa"A:"/Bg" +  ppp' A  +  per"rk"^
[a A  pn^k^) {ypp A  Bg") a A prFk'^ypp +  —
dv Ir
rpcrvio — 0, (A.67)rBg"A;2
which can be compared with (A.46).
Substituting p\ from (A.64) and (A.66) into (A.62) and rearranging,
[(7 /ip +  Bg") cr +  pn"&"7 pp] (Bg" — pppa) k^ d?vIt2p
(cr +  p?i"Ar") Bg"7p +  ?/Bg"por" + dviede
(cr +  pn"Ar") (7 PP +  Bg") — ^ ^ +  rB g V  +  2Bg^7p +  r^ppp'A
pn"A;^7PPp(jr^A:" ui,
Æfg:&2 (cr +  p7%"A;") 'ypppark^ +  pcr'^rBg^k'^ A  2Bg"p' +  +  27pp'   0 ;
(/L68)
which can be compared with equation (A.48).
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For the growth rate, cr, tending to a non-zero positive value as the density ratio, 
/?, tends to infinity, rjpa can no longer be neglected by comparison with r]'n?k  ^ as pa 
tends to infinity as p tends to infinity. These extra diffusive terms may allow veloc­
ities which tended to zero using the previous analysis as p tended to infinity, tend 
to a non-zero value dependent on the extra diffusion terms brought into equation 
(A.67) and (A.68) as compared with the equations (A.46) and (A.48) giving flows 
across the boundary.
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Derivation of small r radial expansions
W ith <7 =  0 and p =  0, equations (3.29a) and (3.29b) become
dr dr + («II • ( 5 )  + ^  = 0-
(B To)
Write
( e x - V f + ( e | | - V ) ' ] < x + e x - V r dr +  ^ f = 0 , (5 .U )
(x  =  ( x ( r ,2 ) e ''" \ (B.26)
then equations (B .la) and (B .lb) are
_5
dr 6 r
+ s
(  imB^ d[ - J -  -  B e g ;
r dz  
2
+ im B , B , dr _l_
dz  
%
dz
= 0,
& +  
=  0 .
Equations (B.3a) and (B.3b) simplified, giv
_a
dr dr
d ( B Ï
( B . 3 a )
(B.36)
dz^ dr V
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+ 2dr dz (BAa)
m ^B ^  im B B , d ( r ^ r )  B B e  dy.2 j,2 r  Qr
Expand in a Frobenius expansion about r  =  0 as
dz r  dz
& =  (/o (z) +  / i  (z) +  • • •) , (B .5)
&  =  {qq (z ) +  9i [z) +  • • •) ,
Bs =  C or +  C ir ^  +  • • • ,
Bz “  ^0 d" +  • ■ ■.
Then using
=  B'ÿ +  B1 =  6q +  (2bobi 4- Cq^ +  • • •, 
and the equilibrium equation
Bo {rBoY + BzB', = 0,
equation (B.IO) is expanded to  give
(B.6)
( B . 7 )
(5 .8)
( 5 . 9 )
( 5 . 1 0 )
^Cq 4  G \r^  4  ■ • *J ^2C*o^ 4  4:C ir^  4  * ■ ’j 4  | 6^o 4  à jr^  4  ■ ■ *J ^26%r  4  4  * * *| — 0 ,
( 5 . 1 1 )
To 0 ( r )
Co' 4  6 q6 i  =  0 ,  ( 5 . 1 2 )
and so from (B.9)
B^ = b ^ - c y  + ---, ( 5 . 1 3 )
Appendix B
B ~ bo — +26o
B q — CqV^  4* 2CoCir^ +
B qB z — boCoV +  ( boC\ — ~  I T
B B q — boCor +  I boCi 2 60
=  -f.
Then equations (B.4a) and (B.4b) are
^  — C^r 4- • • |(z/ 4 -1) fo (z) 4- (f/ 4- 3) f i  (z)
+  2m?CoCir^ 4- - - -j [/o {z) 4- / i  {z) +  • • *j
dr
4-2 2mboCo 4- 2m | hoC\ — ^  -f dz ^  dz
4-2
dr
— J.2
+  [6g — Cgr^ 4-----]
+  [ b i - 2 c y  +  - - ]
— j^ dCoCiT^  4- * • •] [/o (z) -f / i  {z) +  • • -j
| : [ { ^ - ? ^ . - +  - } { » W  +  . . W r -  +  . 4 -
{fcCor + ( ‘•C, -  r’ +  ■. ■} ( ^  +  +  ■ ■.}
r'' = 0, 
[90 {z) +  9 i (z) +  • • •] r'"
a "260C0 H" ( 26oCi — I + dgq ^  2 , dz dz
<Pao , A i  2 , +  —r-^r +dz^ dz"^
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(5.14)
(5.15
(5,16
(5.17
(5.18
(5.19
(5 .20a)
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4-2 mèg 3—ttiCq 4- [(î/ 4-1) fo {z) 4- (f/ 4- 3) / i  (z) 4- • • *]
boCo dr ( boC\ 2&0
+ 2boCo +  ( 2boCi — ~  j 4"gbo
dz
A  +  A r »  +dz dz
dz
r'' =  0 . (B.206)
Equations (B.20a) and (B.20b) are [ v  ^  1 )  
{u — 1) (%/ 4-1) bl fo {z) 4- 4-1) (2/ 4- 3) 6g/i (z) — (2/ 4-1)^ C'o/o (2 )} 4-
— [/n^Co/o(2 ) +  "' •] r^
4-2 c
' e m *
2mboCo~Y—I"dz
4_
d-i
°dz2
- [ 4 C o C i /o W r " 4 - " ']  r""
^ - ^ ^ 0  (z) 4- | ( 2/ 4-1) mblgi (z) -  (2/ 4-1) (%)  ^ 4-
(2/ 4-1) boCo~^ 4-
2 6 o C o ^  4- dz r '' =  0, (B .2 I 0 )
m^bn~9o {z) 4- [m^blgi (z) -  m^CgPo (2 )} +
4- 4-
4-2 (2/ 4-1) m6g fo (2) 4- " (^2/ 4- 3) m b lfi  (z) — -m C g (2/ 4-1) /o (2 ) | 4-
(u 4-1) boCo-~ 4- az
4" 2 6 0 C 0 A  +dz (B.216)
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Equation (B.21a) and (B.21b) to 0 (r "  )
(i/ -  1 ) bl [{u dr 1 ) fo (2 ) +  imgo (z)] =  0 ,
im b l [(2/ +  1) fo  (z) 4- imgo (2 )] =  0,
From (B,22a) and (B.22b)
(B.22o)
(B.226)
i (// +  1 ) fo (2 ) =  mgo ( z ) . (B.23)
Equations (B.21a) and (B.2 1 b) to 0 (  r^ ' )
(1/ 4-1) (2/ 4- 3) 6q/ i ( z ) — (2/ +  1) C^fo (z) — m^Cofo (2 ) dr
4-2zm6oC'o'^ 4- 4- 2 (2/ 4-1) 2n 6oPi (2 ) 4-
_j_ _|_ \ Ÿ  Cofo  (2 ) — 2 (2/ 4-1) +  =  (5.24a)m  dz m  dz
—m^blgi (z) 4- 2 (2/ 4-1) ynCg/o (z) 4- 2 (2/ 4-1) d^/om dz^ 4- 2 (2/ 4- 3) m b lf i  (z)
—~ im C l  (2/ 4-1) /o (2 ) — (2/ 4" 1) boCo~^ 4- 2boCo~^  =  0. (.0.246)
(B.24a) and (B.24b) reduce to
2
m [m  ^ -  (2/ 4-1)^] ( im Co  4- 60—  j /o =  0 . (0.25)
The only non-trivial solution is p =  i m  — 1 . Thus, the non-singular solution 
behaves like r^~^fo (2 ) near r =  0 . fo (z) is an arbitrary function at this stage and 
is only known when the correct radial boundary condition at r =  0  is satisfied.
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Derivation of small r radial expansion for equilibrium  equations of 
m otion with pressure
W ith <T =  0, p 0, equations (3.29a), (3.29b) and (3.29c)
d
dr r  dr + (=11 ( 5 )  +  I  [5 'e x  • Vfx]
(0.26a)
0 ' 0 " ^ ( r & )r  dr
2 0 0 6  %
r  dz
en ' V  [pV ' (] =  0,
In addition to (B.2) set
(|| = ( | |  (n z )e '" '^
hP7e±-V  [pV - (] =  0, 
(0 .266)  
(0 .2 6 c)
(0 .2 7 )
then equations (B.26a), (B.26b) and (B.26c) are
d
dr
0 '^ ( r & )
r  dr
d+ dr
2 0 0 6
r  dz
+P7 ddr 
^27710;
2 B B o  d i
Iddz = 0,
.  - 4 ) '
(5.28a) 
5 g ( r & ) +
B \
r dz
S .
+  P7 1 f  im Bz db \ ~ ~ ^ ' ’Y z P S -
l d { r ^ r )
r dr
+ 1  + 0 dz  J 0, ( 0 .2 8 6 )
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1 f  imBe d
s i r dr
1 /  im Bz d
B \
)4 ]
dz
=  0.
Multiplying by 0^ , equations (B.28a), (B.28b) and (B.28c) simplify to
(0.28c)
0 ' ddr
0 ^ d ( r& )
dr
m ^0^0g^ 2 im 0 ^ 0 6 0 z %
i m B B z ^ ^ _ B B 9 U
dz
20^06 d a
dz2
d
± ( ÿ .dr V
r dz
imBe im Bz  \  dB— in +  — a i  ^ d
dz
/ im B e
p d (r^ r)
r dr 
im B ,+  l^ p
+ „ b | :
m'^B^ 
r dz2 + dr dr
%
dz +
=  0, (0 .29a)
20^06 d&
r  dz
im B B zp d {r^r)  B B qp d (  d i   5 :------ P I --------—  I ^
d-pip
dr r dr \ dz
mdBeBz im
+/*7P 2imBoBz d — B,dz dz2
dz2
a  = o,
1^1
(0.296)
i m B B e d { r i r )  , B B z  d  (  d i r \  . (  m'^Bg , 2im B eB z  d  r^ 2  x y
ô r " + “ * ; l " â 7 j  +  r ”7 ^ + — ; —r dz
(5.29c)
Expand the displacements as (B.5), (B.6) and
<11 =  r" (ho (z) +  hi (z) r '  d )
P =  Po +  PiC H ,
(5.30)
(5.31)
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The equilibrium equation
A  ( rS j) ' +  J3,B' +  p' =  0. (5.32)
expanded gives
^Cq +  C\r^ T  • • ‘j j^ 2C7o7’ T 4(7ir^ q . . .  .j _|_ q- 4- * * - j [26jr 4- 4 6 2 q . . . .j
4- [2pir +  4p2T  ^4-----] =  0, (0.33)
giving to 0 (  r  )
Cg 4“ 6g6i 4" Pi =  0. (0.34)
and from expansion (B.9)
B^ = b l -  [ c l  +  2p,) +  • • ■, (5.35)
B  = b o - ^ ^ f ' ^ ^ \ y - - - ,  (5.36)26o
dB  [Cl +  2pi) 
dr bo
Bz = b o -  +  . . . ,  (5.38)Oq
5 “ =  62-(2C'o' + 2 p i ) r ^ . - . ,  (5.39)
5 « 5 , =  boCor +  (boCi -  M ± A A )  +  . . . ,  (5.40)
(Cg 4- CoPl)\ 30 0 6  — 6gCgr +  ^6g(7i--------- ^  J  T +  * * ■ , (0.41)
B B z = b l -  (5Co' +  2p i) +  • • •. (5.42)
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Then equations (B.29a), (B.29b) and (B.29c) are
[&o — ( p Q  + 2pi) H--------] —  — ( c l  +  2pi) r  H------ 1  { { u  +  1) /o  (z) +
T  ( 2/  T  3 )  / i  ( z )  r ^ j
— [6q — (^Cl +  2 p i^  +  • • ‘j j^m^(7o +  2 m ^ C o ( 7 ir ^  q . . .  .j ( z )  q - / i  ( z )  q  • • -j
q  [6q — ( p i  q  2 p i^  q  • • *1 z [2 m 6 o (7 o  q  2 m  {bgCi
(C l  q  CoPi)\  2^
+  ÿ r '  +  -dz
dz q
<Pfo ^  <Ph 2 q  - t t t  q+ [(>0 -  (C^o + 2pi) q  ...] [6g -  2 (Cg q  pi) q  - - ] , ^ ^2
— [6g — ( c l  q  2 p i j  q  • • -j [^4(7oC'ir^ q  . .  .j j J^g (%) q  f i  (z )  q  • • -j r ''
+  [^ 0 ~  ( c l  q  2p i) 4— ] 2^  ~  ^  ( 2 ^° ^  2’ q  • • *1 {pg (z) q
q p i (z) 4------ }r'"]
-  (Co' +  2pi) r' +  • • •] | ;  jboCor +  ^boQ -  — r" +  ■ • j  | ^ +
[ôg — (Cg q  2p i)  q  • • •]
q  q  "   ^r"dz
2boCo +  I 260C1 -  j  r ' +
dz
dgo
dz q
A g j  [bl — ( c l  q  2p i)  2^  ^ q  • ■ •] ”  q  Pir  q  • • {(u  q  1) /g  (z) q
q ( i / q 3 ) / i ( z ) r ^ q - - - } r ‘']
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-P'y \po +  Pir^ 4----- ] [zmCo +  imC\r^  4----- ] [ho (z) +
(Cl +  2pi)
bo r +
-P7 [po +  pir^ 4----- ] imbo irn (C ld -p i)
+M7
4" p i  ( z )  +  • • •]
bo -  ^ZOo
r bo
(Cl +  2pi)
r  + b o (z ) +
bo r +
d
dr [{po q  Pir^ 4----- } {imCoq
q p 7 bo — (Cl q  2pi)26o
im  (Cl q  pi) 
bo
d_
dr {po q p ir^  q  ' " }
r 4------> {po (^) q  Pi (z) q  ' " }  /
- P 7  [po +  P ir ^  +  • • *]
+ ^ r '  +  dz
bo -  +bo
(Cl  q  2pi)
dho
dz q
bo r q
q p 7  j^ po q  p i 2^  ^q  ■ • *j [Cor q  Cir^ q  ' ‘ *1 dgodz q
+ ^ r '  +dz
( C l  q  2 p i )
q p 7
- P 7
bo
e - ' S y à e *Zoo
bo -  +ZOo
(C'o+Pl).,.2 +  . . . l
bo
jd
dr
r q
[{po q p ir^  4----- } {6o
dho d h i  2
d_
dr ^Po q  Pi2*^ q  • • • (Cor q  C\r^ 1
+ # l r '  +dz
m?bn~ N ~ ( ^ 0  + 2pi) 2"^ q " — p  — rn^  ( c l  q 2pfj q
i \  dz 
(0.43a)
b o ( z ) q
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+pi (z) +  • • •] r*'
+  [^ 0 ~  (Cq +  2pi) q  • • •] [feg — ( c l  q  2pi) H----- ]
+  [6q — ( c l  q  2pi) 4----- ] 2 — m  ^-C g q  2pi^ q
q  (i/ q  3) / i  (z) q  • • *j
[bl — (Cg q  2pi) 4----- ]
(f'po ^  ^
dz^ dz^
[{u q 1) fo (z) q
boCo +  I boCi -  r '  +
+  ( .  +  3 ) f , ^  +
q  [^0 ~  (cl q  2pi) q  • • *J 2boCo +  I 2boCi -  1 r '  +
+  A r '  +dz
q p 7 ^2 ° ~  ^  [po q  pir^ q  ' [(1/ q  1) fo (z) q
q  ((/ q  3) / i  (z) 4----- \r"'
'PI boCo +  I boC^ -  r '  +
q (t/ q  3) q
- P 7  [po 4- Pir^ 4----- ] m'^boCo q  I TTt^boCi in? (C l  q  C o p i) \bo ) r q [ho (%) q
q/ii (z) 4-----]r''
* ' Z\2
qp7 [po 4" Pi2*^ q  ' ' '] — — 2im ^Cg q  pi^ r  q  • •
—P7 [po q  Pi2'^  4-----] [m^Cgr q  22mC'oC'ir^ 4----- ]
—P7 l^ pg q  pir^ q  • • - j
d/lg d /ll 24— :—r qdz dz
d/ig d h i  2
1^  +  ^ ' '  +
boCor +  I boCi -  M ± A £ i 1 )  r» + d^/lgdz2
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— P 7  [po +  +  • * •] — ^  — 2 m ^  ( c l  +  p i^  q  . . .  ( z )  q  p i  ( z )  q  • • ‘j
- P 7  [po q  P ir ^  4--------] 2imboCo +  jatm boCi -   ^r '  + dgod z q
+ ^ r '  +  dz
'P I  [po q  P i 2"^  q  • • .j q  2 ( 7 o C ir ^  q  ■ • *1 d ^ p o  d ? g x  2 , -j— 7~rr' fdz^ dz^
+  fim boC. -  A 1 ^ » ± A p i ) \  r  +  ., r { 26o J
q  ( i /  q  3 )  / i  ( z )  4--------] r ''
“ -  {fjpo  +  2Pi) ^ +  “ d /o
r  =  0,
( 0 . 4 3 6 )
[ ( ^  + 1 )  fo  (z )  q
d / i
— j^m^Cg q  2 ? 7 i^ C g (v ir ^  q  • ■ ’j j^ Ag ( z )  q  / i l  ( z )  q  • • -j
q 2imboCo +   ^2imboCi -  + dho d h i  2q  —;— T’ qdz dz
q  [6g — 2  ( C g  q  P i )  q  ♦ • •] d^Ao , d^/ii 24— qdz^ dz^
m^6gCo ( C l  q  C o P i)\  
ho jq  I rn?hoCi — ■ ■ ' - q  '— 1 r  q [po (z )  q  Pi (z)  q  • • •]
q [ ^ - 2 z m ( C ^ q p i ) r q . .
— [imCgr q  2imCoCir^ 4----- ]
boCor +  (boCi -  M ± A p i ) \  +  .
dgo , dpi 2
d 7 "  +
A  , ,
d z  ^  d z
d?go . d ^ p i 2q - 7 ^ r " qdz^ dz^ r" =  0.
(0.43c)
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Equation (B.43a) simplified
+  [6g (i/ +  3) f i  (z) — ( c l  +  2pi) (u +  1) fo (z)] r  H 1
— |^ 6q — ( c l  +  2pi) +  • • -j [m?Cl +  2m^CoC\r^ +  • • •] [fo (z) +  / j  (z) +  • • -j
4* 6^g — ( p i  q  2p i) q  • • *j i [2m6oCo q  2m {hoC\
{Co q  Gopi)  ^ 2 , r6q
+  [^0 ~  ( ^ 0  +  2pi) q  • • •] [6q — 2 ( c l  q  pi) q  • • •] d"/o ^dz^ dz^
[6q — ( c l  q  2pi) q  • • *j \^CoC\r^ q  • * *] [fo {z) A f i  {z) q  • •
. d | m6gffo(z)
q+ [^0 -  (c l  +  2pi) q  ...] 
q  {mhlgi (z) -  m Q c g  A  2pi^ go (z) j  r  q  • • - j  r*'
[^ 0 -  ( c l  A  2pi) q  ' ^ b o C o f r +
A ^  dpi f  ^  (Co  q  C o P i) \  dgo b o C o - ^ + [ b o C , ---------   j  — J q
[&0 — ( c l  A  2pi) A 2boCo +  ^26oCi -  r"  +
+ ^ r '  +  • • dz
dgo
dz A
+ P7 [^0 ~  (^ 0  + 2pi) -i ] —  q p ir  4 1 {(v A  1) fo (z) A
q  (t/ q  3) / i  (z) r^4-----jr""]
—P7 [po q  Pir^ 4-----] [i’mCo A  im Q r^  4----- ] [Ag (z) A
A hi (z)r^  4----- ]
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(Cl +  2pi)
60 r A
imho i m ( C l A p i )
+  9i (z) 4----- ]
+ P7  +ZOq
r bo
(Cl A  2pi)
r A b o (^ )+
60 r  +
d_
dr [{imCopoho (z) A
A [imCopohi (z) +  imCiPoho (z) +  imCoPiho (z)] 4----- } r^]
+P7 bo -  +2 60
d_
dr
f  imhopogo (z)
I  ^
+ imbopogi (z) +  imbopigo (z) -  ^^29 (^0  (z)
- P 7  [po +  Pir^ +  • • •]
bo
ho -  M + £ i 1 , 2  +
dh\ o ■r' +dz
bo
(Cl +  2pi)
r  +  
dho
dz
bo r A
+P7 j^ po +  Pi^^ -j-.. .j [Cor +  C\r^ +  • ■ •]
dz
((7g +  2pi) r +
+P7 60 -  +Zoq
d
dr bopo
dgo
dz
dho
dz
+
+ dhi dho Po (Cl A Pi) dhoooPo-r— 1- oopi—--------------r--------- j -dz dz bo dz
•P7 bo (C l  q  2pi) 226o q
2
dr C o p o ^ r q
q C o p o ÿ  +  C x p o ÿ + C o p i ^ r ^ q
Equation (B.44) and (B.43b) to 0 (  )
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(0.44)
^0 (^ +  1) -  1) fo (z) A imbl (A ~  1) Po (z) A  P 7 % o  (i  ^-  1) (i  ^A I) fo (z) A
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Aip7Pombl {p -  1) go (z) =  0, (0.45a)
-m?blgo  (z) +  imbl (i/ +  1) fo (z) +  ip^pombl (%/ +  1) fo (z) -  p'ypom?blgo (z) =  0.
Equation (B.45a) and (B.45b) can be rewritten
6o (f/ -  1) (&o +  PlPo) [(^ +  1) fo  ( z )  +  im g o  (z)] =  0,
(bl +  P7Po) [ i {p A I) fo (z) -  mgo (z)] =  0. 
Equations (B.46a) and (B.46b) give the relation
i { u A  l ) f o ( z )  -  mpo (z) .
Equation (B.44), (B.43b) and (B.43c) to 0 (  i/ — 1 )
dhoP7Po^bo
fi^pombo
imCoho +  bo­
bo
—mCoho A ibo
d
dz
dho
dz
— 0? 
=  0,
mCo  {z (f/ +  1) /o  “  ^Po} +  6g—  {{y  +  1) /g  +  imgo]
From equation (B.47), equation (B.48c) is trivial.
Equations (B.48a) and (B.48b) give the relation
mCoho (z) =
which implies Ag =  0 since it cannot satisfy both boundary conditions. 
Equations (B.4), (B.43b) and (B.43c) to 0 (  z/ )
(0.456)
(0.46a)
(0.466)
(0.47)
(0 .48a)
(0.486)
(0.48c)
(0.49)
6q [ v  a  1) [6q ( p  +  3) / i  ““ ( c l  +  2 p i)  { p  +  1) /o ] — 6g ( c l  +  2 p i)  { p  — 1) (z / +  1) /g
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■ i m b l  i p l  +  2pi) [ p  — 1 )  Po — 6gCo [ p  A 1 )  - r  2 6 g (7 o -^ +dgodz dz
A p ^ b l  ( p  A  1 )  [ ( f /  +  1 )  P i / o  +  +  3 )  p o f i ]  ~  P 7 ( p  — 1 )  ( p i  +  2 p i )  p g  (z / +  1 )  / g +
Aimp'ypo (Cg +  2pi) pg 
Aimp^bo (z/ q  1) 60P0P1 q  60P1P0 — —^y— ^-^Po
- i i m p 7 pg ( p i  q  2pi) (z/ ~  1) Po -  p'ypoboCo ( z / q  1) ^  =  0, (0 .5 0 a )
m^6g ^Cg q  2p i)  Po q  m^6g ( p i  q  2p i)  po — m^6gpiq
2m 6g f — Cg q  2pi ) (z/ q  1) f o
—im bl ( c l  A  2 p i )  ( p  q  1 )  /q q  im b l A S) f i  — 6gCo (p A  1 )  A 2blCo~^  
- z m p 7 p g  Q c g  q  2 p i ^  (z / q  1 )  / o  q  z m p 7 6 g p i  ( p  A l ) f o A  im p'jpobl {p A  3 )  f i
-piPoboCo ( z / q  1) ^  q  2p7 pgm^ (Cg q  p i)  Po -  P7blm?pigo
P7Pom^6gPi -  2imp^poboCo dgo 0,dz
- m y i h o  +  2 im b o C o ~  +  =  0 .dz
d?ho
(0 .506)
(0 .5 0 c)
Equations (B.50a), (B.50b) and (B.50c) simplified
{p q  1) (z/ q  3) 6g 6^g q  p7Po) f i
A  [—6g ^Cg q  2p i) (p A  1)^ — ( 6g q  p7 Po) (C l A 2p i) (z/ — 1) (z/ q  1) — m^6gC7gq
4- g jb lp i  (p q  1) ]^ fo
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+
A2imhlCo~^ A  60' j ^ "  +  ^mbl (b^ A  P7Poj +  1) Pi 
-imbl Q C g  +  2pi^ (z/ +  1) -  imbl (C l  +  2pi) { u - l ) A  imp'yblpi (z/ +  1)
■imp'ypo ( p i  A  P i) (z/ +  1) ~  &mp7Po ( p i  +  2pi) {u -  3) Po
60Co j^ 6^o +  P7Po) (z/ q  1) q  26gj — 0, (0 .51a)dz
m? [26g ( p i  q  2pi) q  2p7po (eg  q  pi) -  P 7 % i]  Po 
-m ^èg ( 6g q  p 7 po) Pi -  2zmp7Po6o C o ^  q  
q im  1^— (6g q  P7 Po) (^gCg q  2pi^ (z/ q  1) — 6g (cg q  2p i)  (z/ q  1) q
+P7^oPi (^ 4-1)] fo
Aimbl  (&g q  P7 Po) (^  ^A  3) fiAboCo  j^— ( 6g A  P7 Po) (z/ q  1) q  26gj =  0, (0 .516)
imCo q  60^—^  ho (z) =  0. (0.51c)
zm(B.51a)— (z/ q  l)(B.51b)
—im  j^ (6g q  p7Po) (eg q 2pi) (z/ — 1) (z/ q  1) q
m^6gcg — (6g q p7Po) ^2 eg q  2pi^ (z/ q  l)^j /o
q6oCo 2m^6g A  (6g A  P7Po) (^ q  1)  ^ — 26g (z/ q  l)j ~ ~  q  zm6g
qm^ 6g ^-Cg q 2pi^ (z/ q 1) — 6g (eg q  2pi) (z/ q  3) — p7Po (cg q  pi) (z/ q  i)
A~P7Po (cg q  2pi) (z/ — 3)J Po
qzm6oCo [— (6g q p7Po) (z/ q 1) — 26g q  2p7po (z/ q  l)j —  6g (z/ q  1) =  0.
(0.52)
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using equation (B.47), equation (B.52) is 
ibn'0 1^2 
m [m^ -  (z/ q  1)^] q  2 im b o C o ^  A i^rn?Clfo 0, (0.53)
which reduces to
^  [m^ -  (z/ q  1)^] ^imCo A  /o =  0. (0.54)
For the radial dependence of ir near the singularity at r  =  0, without or with 
pressure, from (B.25) and (B.54)
or
[v  q  1)  ^ =  m^. (0.55)
V =  A m  — 1. (0.56)
Appendix C
Derivation of arcade radial boundary condition near r — 
0.
Equation (3.5) from Hood (1983) is
dr2 +  r d r  r'‘ d0'‘ r  dO
, c . „
and equation (3.6) from Hood (1983) is
(S& ) -  h 'B <0 =  ( p j  . (C.2 )
We expand o^, Be and Bz as (see (3.8) from Hood (1983))
<, = r ‘'( /o (e )  +  r ' / iW  +  - - - ) ,  (C.3a)
<0 “  [go {&) +  {&) +  • • , (C.Sb)
Be =  Cor q  Cir^ 4-----, (C.3c)
Bz =  6q q  q  • • *, (C.3d)
where 6q =  1 in Hood (1983). This gives the following expansions
B^ =  Be q  0g == 6g q  (26061 q  eg ) q  (26062 q  6j q  2 C0C1) r'^  q  - - -, (C.4a)
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0 g — 0 g —  bl A  (26061 — eg) q (26062 q 61 — 2eoei) r"* q • • •, (e.46)
0 g == egr^  q 2eoeir  ^q (2eoe2 q eg) r® q • * •, (e.4c)
BqBz =  boCor A  (6oCi q 61 Co) q (6ge2 q 61 Ci A  62Co) q • • •, (e.4d)
B l =  bl +  2 b o b y  +  (26062 +  6?) r“ +  • • •, (C .4e)
B; = C'o + 3Cir' + 5C'2r^  + --., (C.4/)
BeB'o =  Co'r +  4CoCir^ +  (6C0C2 +  3C?) +  ■ • •, (C.4p)
5  =  60+  ^ ( 2 6 0 6 1  + Co') r '+
_j_ — (26061 q  e g )  q  (26062 q  6j q  2e o e i )
r '5 » 5  =  boCor^ +  [ A  (gbob, +  C^ ) + boCi] +
r'* + ((7.46)
A
8bg (26061 q  eg) q
q ^ ^  (26062 q  6j q  2 eo C i) q  (26061 q  eg) q  6oC2j q  • • *, (e.4i)Cl
6061 q  -  (26061 q  eg) r q  — (26061 q  eg) q
q^  ^ (26062 q  61 q  2eoCi) q  (26061 q  eg) q  6062 q (e .4 j)
E q u a t i o n  ( C . l )  e x p a n d e d  i s
[^ 0 A  (26061 q  eg) q  (26062 q  6j q  2eoCi) q  • • -j z/ (z / — 1 )  f o
q  (z / q  2 )  (z / q  1) / i  q  (z / q  4 )  ( u  q  3 ) q . .  .j
q 6g7 q  (26061 — eg) r  q  (26062 q  6  ^— 2eoCi) q I'fo
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q  (z/ q  2) f i r  q  (z/ q 4) f 2r^ q  • • *j
q  [eg q  2 eoeir^ q  (2C0C2 q  eg) r”* q  • • -J <i'/0  ^  +  f A , 4  +d0'‘ ■ ' ^02
q 2 z^  [^oeo q  (6oei q  61 eo) q  (6oe2 q  61 e% q  62 eo) r"* q  • • *j
do ^  de
d/o
— [6g q  26061 q  (26062 q  6 )^ q  • • -j [/o q  fir^ q  /gr'^  q  • • ’j
ï 2 1
^  q  (26061 q  eg) q  (26062 q  6  ^q  2 e o e i)  q  • • • [/o q  /ir^ q  / 2r^  q  • • -j 
“ 2 [eg q  4 eoeir^ q  (6 e o e 2 q  seg) q  • • «j [/o q  /ir^ q  /g?'^  q  • • *j
—«7: 36oeo q  5 ^2^  (26061 q  eg) q boCi  ^ q  7 ^""g^ (26061 q  eg) q
q ^ ^  (26062 q  6j q  2 eo e i)  q  (26061 q  eg) q  60e 2  ^ 7^ 4 , [^oqe i26o
Pir  ^q p 2r'* q
—zA; boCor q  ^2^  (26061 q  eg) q  6oei^ q  (26061 q  eg) q
q ^ ^  (26062 q  6j q  2e o e i)  q  (26061 q  eg) q  60e 2  ^ q f/PoL r
q r-62
q  (z/ q  2 )p ir q (z/ q  4) g 2r^ H----- ] r*"
-  q  ^26061 q  -eg ^  q  3 (26061 q  eg) q  — (26062 q  6j q  2eoei) q
q%^ (26061 q  eg) q  6062'j r^  q  • -
q ”  q  ^26061 q  — eg  ^r q  ^ ~ g ^  (26061 q  eg) q — (26062 q  61 q  2 eo e i)  q
f/dpo , / , dpiq ^ ^  (26061 q  eg) q  6062J q  •
A ppen d ix  C  
+  (z/ q  4) q
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(C.5)
and equation (C.2) expanded is
— (26062 q  6j q  2^0 q  • • *j
26o
60 q  2^  (26061 q  e g )  q  (26061 q  e g )  q  
(26062 q  6j q  2e o e i ) ^  q  • • • [po q  Pir^ q  P2r"* q  • • .j r
60v*2q  61 q  62 r  ^ q
q 60 q  6i t  q  62 q
A  +  A ^ 2  ^  A /  +
dP dP dP
d/l d/2
A ik [Cq q  Cir^ q  e 2r‘* q  • • - j [/o q  /ir^  q  f 2f'^  q  . .  .|
—ik  [eor q  eiT^ q  C2t^ q  • • *j 
the 0 (& ) terms from (C.5)
%//) q  (z/ q  2) f \ r  q  (z/ q  4 ) /^r^ q
b l v ( v - l )  fo + b l i / f a - b l f o - ' '■2- '^ ®“q  60Z/
which simplifies to
the 0(4-) terms from (C.6)
+  1) /o — dpodP
(C.6)
(e.7)
(e.8)
d^po , d/o d/o (C.9)
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which simplifies to 
The 0(1) terms from (C.5)
6g (f/ +  2) (z/ +  1) / i  +  (26061 +  eg) p {p ~  1) fo A  6g ( p +  2) / i  +  (26061 — eg) f / J o T
+eg--™  +  2ikboCo-^  — k^blfo — 6g/i — (26061 +  eg) / o  — 2eg/o 
=  — Z ik b o C o Q o  — ik b o C o b 'g o  +  (1 +  z ^ )  ^26 0 6 1  +  — eg^ +  6g ( z /  +  1) ( e . l l )
which simplifies to
[26061 (z/ +  1) (z/ — 1) +  eg  (zv +  1) (z/ — 3) — A;^ 6gj /o +  6g (z/ q  1) (z/ q  3) / i q
+  2ifc6o C o A  -  (,/ +  1) (26061 +  iC o ')
(z/ q  3) ikboCogo — 6g (z/ q  1) — 0. ( e . l2)
The 0(1) terms from (C.6)
+  Wo ^  
q^i"^  q  60 (z/ q  2) q  A- ikCofo  — ikCoi^fo-, (e .l3 )
rearranging
{p — 1) ikCofo — bi[p A  1) — 60 (z/ q  3) ~ ^ A
~*"26g ^ 0) -  k \ g o  A  60- ^  -  0* (C.14)
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Take theta-derivative of (C.5)0(1) expansion and 60 (u A  1) multiplied by (C .6 )0 (l) 
expansion to eliminate f i
a d/o(%/ — 1) (z/ q  1) ikboCofo — 6q6i (z/ A  1) q  [26q6i (z/ q  1) (z/ — 1) q
+ C i {v + 1) -  3 ) -  h'iSl A  +
2ikboCo~^^—  (z/ q  1) ^26o6i A  — q  (z/ q  3) ikbgCo
(26061 q  eg) — k^bl (z/ q  1) Po =  0.
dpo
dP
z/ q  1
2 '  dP2
Using 0 ( l / r ^ )  expression from (C.5), and multiplying by (z/ q  1) /6q
(e.i5)
4(z/ q  1) dgpodPZ +  2 (1/ +  1)' ifc ( ^ )  + I f g o  =  0. (C.16)
The force-free equilibrium equation in cylindrical geometry
^  (r0g )' q  0 , 0 :  =  0. (e.i7)
expanded
[eo q  C\r^ q  ■ • 'I [2 eor q  4 eir^ q  ' ' 'j q  [60 q  61 _j_.. .j [26ir q  46gr  ^q  • • ‘J = 0 ,
(e.i8)
giving to e ( r )  a relation between 6i and Cq
eg q  6061 — 0 . (e.i9)
and so
©e o \^  d^podëd A ■p + {u + 1)' ( A ) d^PodP2
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+ 2 ( ^  +  l f i k  g )^ . , j C o \ d g ode
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(C.20)
which factorizes to
f c )  ^ W ) e 9o — 0. (C.21)
as given in Hood (1983) with bo = 1. 
The solution of equation (C.21) is
<70 =  ( a  +  bO)
if u -\-l ^  zhfc^o/C'o or 0. The boundary conditions are
(C.22)
(C.23)
Substituting the boundary conditions (C.23) in (0.22) gives the m atrix equation
\ ( a \
b
- 0 , (C.24)
-M e~^2  ^1 -  M |)  e“^ f  iVe^f c
- M e ^ f  ( l  +  M f  ) e ^ f  Ne~^2 Kd)
=  ikbojCo and iV =  z (i/ +  1) and the non-trivial solution given by the zero
of the m atrix determinant is
(f/ +  l)^7T^ -  ( ^ 7 T sin (i/ +  1) 7T +  2 (l/ +  1) 7T / k b ocos (i/ +  1) 7T — cos — Co =  0.
(C.25)
